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OUR ONLY HOPE?
delivered his speech with great

HE STOOD
AND
passion andTHERE
without notes.

`We have reached an absolutely

crucial point in Jewish history. The
opportunity to make peace comes once
in ten years or even less. Last time
Ehud Barak brought us very close and
it was not his fault that the chance was
lost,.

`Now, we are within touching
distance of peace once again. The
Americans have helped us in a process
that, in fact, began before Annapolis.
The Palestinian Authority are almost
there. It is absolutely vital that a deal is
clinched'.

`The deal will be extremely painful

for the Jewish people. It will demand

giving up much that is precious to us.
We used to dream of a Greater Israel,
which included the whole of the West
Bank. Such aspirations were very
understandable. Wherever you dig in
the West Bank, just below the surface,

you will find traces of Jewish history.
But, we have to give up that dream,
we have to make compromises, we
have to accept the pain. There is no
altemative'.
`This may be our last chance to

to become direct, bi-lateral. Of course,
we can have no illusions about where
the Syrians are at the moment. They

that the Annapolis process might not
be as stillborn as many thought.

are a major threat, and their support of
Hizbollah and Hamas is clear. But if

Bush/Rice desperation for at least one
success, the desperation of the
Palestianian leader Mahmoud Abbas
in the face of Hamas, 01mert des-

the process works, the Syrians will end
up in a different place. They are ready
for direct negotiations and Israel has to
take risks'.
`Finally', he said, `there is the

argument that first must come an
economic peace and that will lead to a
political peace. Let me make it clear
that Tony Blair is doing an excellentjob
and that an economic peace will bring
untold benefits to Israel and the whole
of the Middle East. An economic peace
will transform Israel and the entire
region. But there can be no economic

peace without a political peace'.
`There is a choice: clinch the agree-

ment which we are so close to now. Or,
face the prospect of a further decade, or
longer, of violence. The needless loss of
life will be followed by a settlement
much more costly to the Jewish people
than the settlement which is attainable
now. One State for two people will be
the end of the Zionist dream and Israel
as we know it'.
The speaker could have been the

achieve two States, a Jewish State and
a Palestinian State. Every day,

joumalist Jonathan Freedland of the
Guardian and Jewish Chronicle three

pressure for `one State for two peoples
grows'. It seems a very reasonable
solution to many of the nations of the
world. It is attractive to a world that
wants to see peace in the Middle East
and it is particularly attractive to the
Palestinians. But it will not, cannot,
work for us. We are committed to a
democratic Jewish State. We must
have a democratic State which lives by
the rhythms of Jewish life and in which
the majority are Jewish. That is not a

years ago at a Reform Movement

possibility in a State that contains four
million Arabs. Demographics and
democracy make Greater Israel or one
State for two peoples a disaster'.
`Let me say again, that reaching an

agreement now will be painful and
costly, but it will be much more painful
and much more costly in five or ten
years time'.
`It is also essential to continue the

process that has been started with the
Syrians. At the moment, Egypt acts as
intermediary but the negotiation needs
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Council Meeting. But it was not. It was
still, but onlyjust, Prime Minister Ehud
Olmert, speaking to the leadership of
the British Jewish Community on his
last Prime Ministerial visit to Britain
in late December 2008.
The Jewish Chronicle criticised the
Olmert visit as pointless. He leaves

office in February. 0lmert responded
by banning the Jewish Chronicle, but
not the Guardian, from his press
conferences. The Jewish Chronicle
reiterated its point, describing Olmert
as disgraced and discredited.
It is hard to see the point of olmert's
visit. It is an acute embarrassment that,
like all too many Israeli politicians,
corruption charges hang heavily over
him. Yet a senior British Diplomat who
knows the scene better than most has
been saying for many months that
Olmert is more effective than he is
portrayed and the best chance for peace.
MANNA, a year ago, was saying

MANNA argued that desperation -

peration in the face of a reputation
defined by the second Lebanon War could prove to be the best hope for
Peace.

Just ten days after the visit, Prime
Minister Olmert authorised the
operation to stop the rocketing from

Gaza. MANNA has no doubt that what
Olmert says is true. No government can
allow its civilians to be rocketed and
shelled repeatedly without, after all
other measures have failed, taking
military action.
However, there is a clear connection
between this operation and what Ehud
Olmert said to the leadership of the

Jewish community on that final visit to
London. He explained that he had gone
to great lengths and taken huge risks to
make a settlement offer to Fatah. He
added that Fatah had not quite been
able to accept the offer. They were only
`almost' there.

Why? Because Hamas wields power
through ruthless violence and evokes
terror in all who oppose it, not the least
their fellow Palestinians. It is clear that
Prime Minister Olmert is determined to
weaken Hamas by sealing the Egyptian
border to prevent Iran arming them
with longer range missiles and greatly
diminishing their ability to fire rockets
into Israel. Then, 0lmert believes,
Palestinians, particularly those on the
West Bank, will feel safe to accept the
offer he has placed on the table.
We wait to see whether his
judgement is correct or based more on
a desperate attempt to rehabilitate his
tarnished reputation than on reality.
Can Israel stop the rockets and loosen
the hold of the terrorists? Will it be a

priority for President Obama and
Secretary of State Clinton to seize the
moment? Will Israel elect a government keen to pursue the Olmert peace
plan? Will the Palestinians (and the
Settlers) finally agree to the two state

solution? Will three weeks of fighting
in Gaza bring peace closer or drive

those who want peace further apart? .
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decades I have tried to articulate

relationship
between
Refom
F ORtheMORE
THAN
THREE
Judaism and Zionism. An early effort
was an essay, "Towards a Zionist
Ideology for Reform Judaism," in the
1979 volume A Genuine Search,
published by the Reform Synagogues
of Great Britain. The latest was a
summary of the deliberations of the
Zionist Think Tank, organized by the
American Refomi Zionist movement

(ARZA). Attempts in between have
included a book, 772e Sfcrr o/Refz/r#
( 1991 ), three essays in a" Bez.7€g cz Jew

( 1994) and several unpublished papers.
But despite the many words, I still
have not got it right. Looking at the

three books under review from this
perspective suggests that I am not
likely ever to succeed. Even when
exponents of Reform Judaism have
come to affirm Jewish peoplehood and
thus the centrality of Israel in Jewish
life, it has not always seemed possible
to square it with the fundamental
principles of Reform Judaism.
For though all modem movements
in Judaism are the products of the
Diaspora, Refom seems to be more
rooted in it than others. The early
Reformers were often opposed to
Zionism because they believed that the
future of the Jewish people was in
America and Europe, not in the Land
of Israel. Jews were destined to be `a
light unto the nations' and that could
only be achieved if they lived among
them. It took some two decades after
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Eryen now and despite inportant institutional successes in
Israel, Refornil has not yet come to play a significant part
in the life Of the Jewish state. We ccune to it late. There
are still probably fewer ccnd,-carrying Reform Je:ws in all

Of Israel than the number Of members Of the Reform
congregation I served in Torohio.

the Holocaust and the anxious days that
preceded lsrael's 1967 War for
attitudes. to begin to change.
Zionism was not really on the
agenda of British Reform of the 1950s,
when I first encountered it, and even
later, despite Britain's proximity to
continental Europe and thus the
Holocaust. For example, though two of
the early teachers at the Leo Baeck
College, Arieh Dorfler and Ellen

Littmann, had left Nazi Germany for
Eretz Yisrael not long before the
outbreak of world War 11, I heard very
little from them about the significance
of Israel. And the theology of the
lecturer who had the greatest influence
on me and others, Rabbi Ignaz
Maybaum, a refugee from Germany,
found no special place for Israel in his
thinking. For him, the state, any state including the State of Israel constituted a threat to the priestly
Jewish family.
Those who taught us influenced us
to stand aside from Zionism when we
became leaders of Refomi and Liberal
congregations and institutions. It took
me some years to find my bearings and
affirm that Judaism is not only faith
but also people and land. Only in Israel
can the three be integrated, whether or
not the entexprise is consistent with the
tenets of liberal Judaism.
American Reform began to point in
that direction when the Jerusalem
campus of the Hebrew Union College
was opened in 1963 and when, a
decade later, the headquarters of the
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World Union for Progressive Judaism
moved to Israel. When I chaired Pro
Zion some 30 years ago I felt that it
took Britain's Liberal and Refoml Jews
a long time to embrace Israel.
There had been leaders of Refomi
who early on came to play a prominent
role in the Zionist movement. Rabbis
Abba Hillel Silver and Stephen Wise
in the USA are the most frequently
mentioned names. There were many
others, yet their commitment to the
land and the people of Israel did not
seem to be manifest in the way they
viewed the faith of Israel. In most early
Reform Zionists, Israel stimulated little more than philanthropy and
advocacy. 4/I.);cz¢, like other manifestations of Jewish observance, was to be
only an individual decision, not a collective goal.

It is therefore not surprising that
even now and despite important
institutional successes in Israel,
Reform has not yet come to play a
significant part in the life of the Jewish
state. We came to it late. There are still

probably fewer card-canying Reform
Jews in all of Israel than the number of
members of the Reform congregation I
served in Toronto. Since we often
assess success in terms of numbers and
budgets, the leaders of Reform in Israel
are often viewed as poor relatives.
Israel Since 1980, which offers a.
comprehensive and readable survey of
what has happened in the Jewish state
in the last three decades, has only one
very incidental reference to Reform

and Conservative Judaism. Mentions
of the vexing issue of religion and state
usually have only Orthodox and `secu1ar' Judaism in mind. Even when in
one instance the book speaks of ``the
existence of a large middle category,
larger than either `secular' or the `religious'," based on opinion polls the
respondents to which describe themselves as "somewhat observant" and
define themselves as "traditional" or
"non-religious," the writer probably

did not think of Refomi Judaism.
Today Reform leaders in Israel
consciously court precisely this
category of citizens in the hope that it
will swell their ranks when these
women and men will come to them for
life cycle celebrations and perhaps
even religious guidance. The trend is
particularly discemable in Tel Aviv
and Haifa, Israel's most `secular'
cities.

The absence of anything that could
be relevant to the relationship between
Refomi Judaism and Zionism is even
more apparent in Colin Shindler's Zfee
Triumph of lsrael's Military Right.
Though much of the book is a critique
of Vladimir Jabotinsky, the author
insists that it is not a biography but a
description of the influence on Zionist
thought and action by the founder of
Revisionism and the great mentor of
the former premier Menachem Begin
and others.

Neither they nor their left-wing
opponents had any interest in Reform
contirmed overleaf
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Once the public becomes aware Of a
rdigious alternative, as opposed to the
vacuum that secularism offers, the
Orthodox monopoly may be broken.

Judaism. For the few who may have
had respect for Judaism as they remembered it from their homes in
Eastern Europe, Judaism was invariably in its Orthodox garb. As the
Reforin Movement had virtually no
share in the first 60-70 years of the
modem Zionist enterprise, the Revisionists had no reason to address it. It
is different now when j47-ze#z4, the in-

ternational organization of Reform
Zionists, plays a part in the World Zionist Organization where it encounters
what is left of the old secular political
parties and at times even forms strategic alliances with them.
Even ,4 Drecz" o/Zz.o72, the volume
edited by Jeffrey Salkin, an American
Refoml rabbi who has written elsewhere about Reform Zionism, has
virtually nothing to say about the subject. The testimonies of the 85
contemporary American Jews in the
book's first four sections, including
several Reform rabbis and lay leaders,
hardly mention the politico-theological
dimension that is so prominent among
exponents of Orthodox Zionism. In
characteristic American fashion the
stress here is on personal experiences,
usually of the romantic and anecdotal
kind, emotional attachments, ` spirituality' and philanthropy.
The clear exception is the contribution by Rabbi Stanley M. Davids, the
immediate past president of ARZA and
the founder of its Zionist Think Tank.
He is among the small band of retired
Refomi rabbis who have come to live

He knows that the fusion between
the two is by no means perfect, not
only because of the distance to Israel,
internal and external, that many
Reform Jews continue to insist on, but
also because of the obstacles that Israel
is placing in the way of Reform
Judaism. His way is not to give up but
to persevere and to celebrate the
achievements, despite the relatively
small number of members of Israeli
Reform congregations.
But the impact of Reform Judaism
on Israel and in Israel must not be
measured in terms of statistics. Though
it is not possible to speak of Reform
power in Israel in the way we speak of
Orthodox power there, not even of
Reform influence, testimonies by
Reform Jews have by now had a
considerable impact on many Israelis.
Of late, even institutions of the state
are beginning to take note, as manifest
in the allocation of land and modest
buildings for Reform worship and
education. And Israeli politicians tend
to take seriously the views of the
leaders of the American Union for
Reform Judaism.
The Reform slogan in Israel, "There
is more than one way to be Jewish",
has come to ring true to a growing
number of Israelis for whom the
secularism of their parents has lost its
meaning. This has not yet reached the
political scientists who wrote Jsrcze/
Sz.7?ce /980,. It is irrelevant for
Shindler's attempt to profile militant

grants and citizens, in the belief that
only thus can they link their Zionist
commitment with their Reform way of

Zionism and it has not affected most of
the 85 Americans who described their
Israel experience in Salkin' s anthology.
Nevertheless, it is nowadays strongly
felt in the Israeli media and on the

being Jewish.

Israeli streets.

in Israel, at least part-time, as immi-

4

Hence the relentless and fierce
opposition on the pat of the Orthodox
power brokers in Israel. They know
that as long as the conflict can be
described in terms of the religioussecular divide, they will continue to
get their way, as they have done since
the inception of the state and before.
But once the public becomes aware of
a religious alternative, as opposed to
the vacuum that secularism offers, the
Orthodox monopoly may be broken.
I reported signs of this in the Spring
2008 issue of MANNA after attending
a conference on Reform Judaism at
the prestigious Van Leer Jerusalem
Institute when serious academics from
different backgrounds in Israel and the
United States came together to
explore Reform Judaism in the Jewish
state. Even those who were critical of
it and would not approve of it in any
way, accepted that it is there to stay.
Though the empbasis was not on
ideology, or the absence thereof,
speaker after speaker recognized,
explicitly or implicitly, that Reform
Judaism is on the way to becoming
pat of the cultural and religious fabric
of Israel.
Future books on the political situation in Israel, or descriptions of
secular Zionism, or testimonies of

American Jews are likely to take
Reform Judaism into account, even
though the ideological link between
the two most successful modemist
movements in Judaism - Reform and
Zionism - will continue to elude

them .
DOW MARNI::[IR is Rabbi Eineritus Of Holy
Blossom Temple in Toronlo. He and his wife
divide their time between Caric[da and Israel.
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QUHEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to
fomi the Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and
surveyors all practising their professions, all anxious to serve
their clients and to maintain the high standards which have
come to be associated with this well-preserved, dignified part
of Georgian London. We have practised here since 1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and
the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting
the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:

/

/

/`

``

`\``
'`v7\

fl4Tzrahj Tefahot Bank-uNIme
Forallyourbankingneeds
intheUK,lsraelandaroundtheglobe,

but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEIVIS GOLDEN & C0
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone: 020 7580 7313 Fax: 020 7580 2179

©':0;I`~flrLiofo:\Ttz,i:pr€:aGi:\i:itdii`g

Email: fca@lewis-golden.co.uk

For furfuer information please contact:

NEIL BENSON OBE FCA ANDREW MOSS FCA DAVID EDWARDS ACA

UMTBLondenBraneh,300!dBioadStreet,LondonEC2NIHQ.Telephonenunber:0207448ceso
• Fax jtuifeer: 020 7448 0610 . emall: rub.rriain©uintbco,uk

GRAHAM KINCH STUART WEBBER ACA ATII KEITH MITCHELL ACCA

Or visit our webs'Ite for contact details Of other branches at:

ALEX PARKER ACA AMCT

_______~____._I_T_m=ra_fu=:if:hit=jl~-c§-;Tziffl-j|+`TE=ff~H°;
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dr

harold
Solicitors
55-57 Stamford Street, Moss[ey, Manchester OL5 0LN

Harold Stock and Co, Solicitors, offers a full range of company and commercial property and private client expertise
both in the UK and, in Israel, through our associate offices of Segalovitch & Yuster

Company and commercial:

for uK please contact paul stock on 01457 836152 oraps@haroldstock.com

Company and commercial:

for Israel please contact Nir Yuster on 00972 9 7460386 or yuster@capitalaw.com

Private Client:

for UK please contact Mark Ryan on 01457 835597 or mlr@haroldstock.com

Private Client:

for Israel please contact Guy Segalovitch on 00972 8 7460384 or guy@capitalaw.com
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OUR
BEIT DIN

IS60

Rabbi Rodney Mariner

THE HISTORIAN'S
PERSPECTIVE

Jonathan Romain
Movement for Reform Judaism

THEhas
BEIT
reachedDIN
its 60thOF
birthday
THE
-a
significant occasion that needs
celebrating publicly because of what it
has achieved both for its own members
and British Jewry.
It was born in 1948 but had been
planned long before when, in 1942, the
small group of just six Reform
synagogues decided to link together to
fomi an organisation known as The
Associated British Synagogues.
That in itself was an astonishing
date, for by then Reform Judaism had
existed in Britain for 100 years - started
by the West London Synagogue, with
separate groups in Manchester and
Bradford, but not spreading greatly, nor
having any national cohesion.
Ih7hen the ABS was fomed there
was a century of activities behind it,
and amongst their list of future projects
was the establishment of a Beit Din.
Until then, in the case of divorce, the
civil procedures were accepted and no
separate Jewish bill of divorce /gez/
was insisted upon. It is now.
As for conversion, in the early
decades candidates were sent abroad
for their appearance before a rabbinic
court. This was not a matter of
convenience but of nervousness. There
was still an unease about converting
English Christians to Judaism lest it be
seen as `Judaising' and threaten the
policy of keep-your-heads-down-anddon't-cause-a-public-fuss that had
been adopted by Jews ever since the
Resettlement in the 17th century.
By the 1900s this had changed and
prospective converts were interviewed
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Access, integrity and compassion have been the

principles upon which our Beit Din has stood in
the 60 years Of its existence under the
stewardship Of three corl:rveners.

by ad hoc courts that came together
when the need arose, with each
synagogue arranging its own courts.
As it was not always possible for three
rabbis to be present - owing to their

paucity in the country - the panel of
three sometimes consisted of two
rabbis and a learned layman, or even
one rabbi and two laymen as permitted
by traditional ¢cz/czk7zcz4.

It was a system that worked reasonably well at a time when there were
relatively few cases, but it begged
questions about co-ordination, standards and recognition. The decision to
depart from this to form an institution
that met regularly and had set procedures proved doubly revolutionary.
First it helped to unify the
autonomous Reform synagogues into a
cohesive movement, which has since

grown

from

six

to

forty

two

communities. It was the litmus test as
to whether they were willing to
sacrifice local control in the interests
of a stronger national body.
It was not an easy task and for many

years, there was conflict over the remit
and powers of the Beit Din, with some
congregations - particularly Manchester - resisting it. As so often, this was
partly to do with personalities and
preserving one's authority, and was
also tied up with the long-standing
Manchester-London rivalry.
Eventually the Belt Din did gain full
acceptance within the Reform

congregations, by then the ASGB Association of Synagogues in Great
Britain. It paved the way for many
other centralising developments, from
fiscal control to educational provision.
It means that today each community
runs its own conversion class, but there
are national guidelines as to the
syllabus and other expectations, while
all candidates appear before the
London-based court and are subject to
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the same standard of knowledge and
commitment.
The reputation of the Reform Beit
Din was such that when the leading
Reform rabbi, Wemer van der Zyl, met
with Chief Rabbi Brodie in 1962 to discuss status issues, the latter expressed
various concerns but acknowledged the
high standards of Refomi converts.
The second consequence was unintended. The Reform Beit Din was
founded solely for the benefit of menbers of Reform synagogues, but it ended
up serving British Jewry in general.
This was because it broke the virtual
monopoly of the Court of the Chief
Rabbi and offered an alternative
avenue for members of the United
Synagogue who found it difficult to
obtain a conversion, divorce or
adoption from their own authority.
This was largely because the birth of
the Refoml Beit Din coincided with a
right-wing swing in the direction of the
Chief Rabbi's Court, resulting in the
refusal of cases that would have been
accepted previously.
That is why the majority of applicants
to the Refomi Beit Din came from the
ranks of Orthodoxy - a pattern still
true today. Over the decades it acted as
a recruiting agent to Reform Judaism
for hundreds of families who preferred
its approach.

THE CONVENER'S
PERSPECTIVE

Rodney Mariner
has had three conveners, the

IN SIXTY
OUR BEIT
DIN
patricianYEARS
Rabbi Michael
Curtis,
the
inimitable Rabbi Lionel Blue and, if the
JC is to be believed, the "avuncular"
Rodney Mariner (Rabbi Simon Franses
served as interim convener between the

inimitable Blue and the avuncular
Mariner. Ed.).
In 1973, Rabbi Curtis cited the text,

"A man who comes to purify his

religious standing, to rise to a higher
level of religious conception, is entitled
to help" [Babylonian Talmud, Yoma
38b] as a mission statement for our
Beit Din. He went on to say, ``Real
help is based on justice and truth and

given in a kindly manner". Access,
integrity and compassion have been the

principles upon which our Beit Din has
stood in the 60 years of its existence
under the stewardship of three
conveners.
The Beit Din is the instrument by
which the Assembly of Reform Rabbis
UK gives access to those who wish to
draw near to the God of Israel and
commit themselves and their children
to the covenanted people of Israel.
The Assembly not only provides the
ethos in which the Belt Din operates on
a daily basis, but the very effectiveness
of the Court is the direct result of the
fact that those who are involved in
almost every aspect of it are working
congregational rabbis. This rabbinic
involvement has ensured that the Beit
Din has continued to respond to the
needs of congregations as expressed
both by rabbis and lay members.
One of the landmark rulings of our
Beit Din lay in the area of the czg"#ofe.
In effect the Assembly considered a
spouse who refused to consent to the
religious dissolution of a marriage that
had already been ended by a Decree
Absolute in the civil courts, to have
failed to have fulfilled all the conditions of the Ker#bcz% that validated the
marriage in the first place. He was held
thereby to enable the Court to intervene to ensure that justice and
compassion prevailed for both parties.
By enabling both men and women to
contirmed overleof
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Equally inportant
has been the
revival Of an

halakhic
procedure that
enabled a Jewish
initiate a ge/ process, the Court not
only allowed the individuals and their
families the opportunity to move on
with their lives, it meant that the
fecz/cz4fecz¢ that accorded this right solely

to men, could no longer be brought
into disrepute by being used to coerce
and extort.
Equally important has been the revival of an halakhic procedure that
enabled a Jewish father to acquire
Jewish status for a child of a nonconverting mother, through the agency
of the Beit Din. This procedure has
enabled such children to attend
cfoczc7c}rz.7% and youth groups, when

previously they might not have participated in the life of a congregation until
they had converted in their own right at
the age of sixteen.
Our Reform interpretation of this
procedure went beyond the demands
of focr/czkfeczfe, by requiring the mother

to undergo a course of study with her
husband, of the same order and nature
as required for conversion, so that she
could commit to supporting her spouse
in the Jewish up-bringing of their child
from a position of knowledge.
But the most significant change in
the work of the Beit Din over the past
twenty years among many rabbis and
congregants, has been a shift from the
view that saw conversion and converts
as `a damage limitation exercise' to a
recognition that our communities and
the Jewish people are immeasurably
enriched by those who choose to join
uS.

The work of the Beit Din involves
all matters of Jewish status including
gz.#z.# and adoption together with arbitration. But it is the validation of
conversions that represents the largest

father to acquire
Jewish status f;or a
child Of a norl,-

co"erting mother,
through the
agency Of the Beit
Din. This

procedure has
enabled such
children to attend
chadarim cz77c7

youth groups ,
when previously
they might not
have participated
in the life Of a
congregation until
they had
conrverted in their
own right at the
age of sixteen.

concentration of its energy and resources.

What has changed is not only the
recognition of the sincerit}7 of the
motives of those who Th-ish to be
counted among the Jewish people.
There has been a sea-change from
grudging acceptance to what can only
be described as joy for the potential
thatger€z.fzcc7efrrepresentasapalpable
source of renewal and le`italization of
the Jewish people.

Ourcommunityhas_gaduallytaken
on the role of ushers for those who
wish to join us and not =cate-keepers
intent on protecting the .blood-lines'
of a diminishing people. Those who
start their journey info Judaism from
outside of a Jewish famil}- hal-a much
to teach us about Judaism. its i-alues
and its sheer humanity.
I camot speak for the first 40 }rears
of the Beit Din but I can attes-L that in
addition to the paraphematia of the
Court, the box of tissues on the table is
absolutely essential. If there are times
that the candidate and their spouse
weep at the words read from the
certificate, ewe call i-ou our brothel/
sister,' equally, not a few rabbis find

themselvesmovedforha`ingsbaedin
a moment that a Jen- or a nei`- Je"dsh
family begins a joume5- into the

future .
RABBI DR JO``.+THi`- RO}IiD: }IBE is
ministerofMaide7iilkesdsF:Tssespg±eer:flchal:Fof
the Assembly Of R`efiom RE3hfs CK. His sei:eral

books include a hisiapr Of Bgiv Jildiism in
Britain (`rith A3IIIze Hers_hazzz¢n -E7i;czdfifon alid

Change,.

RABBI ROD|:Er I }L±RI±rER is aifl6aj. a/
Belsize Square S±mlagc5gue enfl ghe GurTent
Cor[veTler Of tile B€-zi Fha a?I ifeE lie;emETli for

Ref arm JILdaism.
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leadership in times of disaster.
Precisely because religion aspires to

WHEN DISASTER
STRIKES
DISASTER SPIRITUAL CARE:
PRACTICAL CLERGY
RESPONSES TO COMMUNITY,
REGIONAL AND
NATIONAL TRAGEDY
Edited by Rabbi Stephen 8 Roberts
and Rev Willard
W C Ashley Sr, SkyLight Paths
Publishing, Woodstock, VT, 2008,
ISBN-13:978-1-59473-240-9,

hb, $40

Mark Winer

living on the edge. So, ten years
LIVING
ago, there
IN OUR
would have
TIMES
been little
IS
interest in this book. Since 2001, `9/11 '

in America and `7/7' in Britain, and
similar events have heightened our
sense of the impending possibility of
future disasters, especially terrorist
attacks. Perhaps because of global
warming, natural disasters of great
magnitude have also become more
frequent, such as the Tsunami in the
Indian Ocean or Hurricane Katrina in
New Orleans.
Political leadership has often proven
inept both at preparing for disaster and
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responding to it. As both a born
American citizen and a naturalised
British subject, I must acknowledge
that our elected officials have fallen
short in leading us effectively to
confront nature's rampages and the

threat of terror. Terror can have farreaching effects on the emotional
infrastructure of society, far beyond
the physical damage it does. All
leaders in the modem world need to
confront the probability of future
disasters which require new and better

give meaning to every event, religious
leaders must prepare themselves and
prepare their institutions to offer
comfort, and to help their congregants
and communities find appropriate
responses when disaster strikes. The
Jewish tradition understands full well
that life entails tragedy and disaster. A
generation ago, rabbis often interpreted
the Talmudic dictum that "if you want
life, expect pain" as wise preparation
for the ineluctable tragedies of the life
of the individual. The events of the last
few years have required that we
broaden our expectation of pain to be
communal, national, and even international. Rabbi Harold Kushner's
"odem ctaLss±c When Bad Things
Happen to Good People ":Ice:1 be rewritten with the title expanded to
include good communities, good
societies, and good peoples. Natural
disasters, world wars, the travails of
the Jewish People historically have
been joined by terrorist attacks and
more severe storlns to create a new
`Age of Anxiety'.

So this book should be on the shelf
of every religious leader. It is a great
resource for dealing with natural and
human-made disasters. It is directed to
a variety of different religious leaders,
but other community leaders will also
find it valuable. In part this is because
what it says about disasters every community leader should know. In
addition, it tells other kinds of
community leaders what one can
expect from religious community
leaders. It offers concrete suggestions,
and addresses every stage of a disaster
process.

The editors of this book have
managed to gather experts who have a
great deal of experience in working
with those disasters that have occurred
in the United States. This means that
at least some of the information about
infrastructure and social organisation
that these authors talk about will not
be applicable to an audience outside
of the United States. But knowing
your community and societal resources
is an important part of dealing with
any disaster. The unquestionable local
expertise demonstrated throughout this
book does nothing to limit its
usefulness for a non-American
audience.
The book is organized in two parts.

responses.
Religious institutions in particular

In the first part, different phases of a
disaster are considered. The first chapter, `The Life Cycle of a Disaster', is
an excellent overview of the phases

need to prepare themselves to offer

that will be addressed in this first part.
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On September 11,
2001, ray initial

reaction to the
suicide bombers
that hit New York
was inadequate.
For years, both
as cm Anericam
rabbi, and as a
recent transplant
in Britain, I had
been warning Of
the threat Of
extremist Islamic
terror.

All the different stages are considered,
and because of their importance, some
are given more than one chapter. These
topics are considered: 1) Pre-disaster

preparation before and during the
waming of a threatened disaster. 2) Impact when the disaster actually occurs.
3) The rescue phase that immediately
follows the disaster. 4) Honeymoon or
remedy phase when communities come
together. 5) Disillusionment phase
when the long-term work gets started.
6) Reconstruction phase when individuals and communities are ready to
move on. The impact and rescue phase
is given three chapters as is the honeymoon phase.
Each one of these phases is
described and treated well, with
specific suggestions for the way in
which issues may be handled. There
tends to be some repetition of
information, particularly in this part.

beneficial, and means you don't have
to read through unnecessary material
in the middle of a crisis.
I found the second part to be even
more interesting. The specific issues
that are addressed cover such topics as
compassion fatigue, religious and
cultural considerations, attending to the
dead,
working
with
children,
adolescents, college communities, and
the elderly as well as officials such as
fire-fighters and the police. Some
people may feel that they need only
read the chapters that are directly
relevant to them, but I would suggest
that almost all of them will have some
relevance at some point during a
disaster.

Here, too, important issues are
discussed, and concrete suggestions are
made. The topics are themselves a
checklist that one can use to help
evaluate one's needs and responses.
Many of the chapters in both sections
of the book have checklists or
questions that religious leaders will
need to ask themselves at some point
during the disaster. One good example
is found in Chapter 3 on pre-disaster

planning in which a congregational
resource checklist is generated.
Chapter 9, `From Honeymoon to
Disillusionment to Reconstruction:
Pastoral Counselling -thinking outside
the box', was particularly good at
generating questions that I thought
would help people deal with a disaster
after it had taken place. Though it is
impossible for a resource to cover
everything, this book did a good job.
Disasters have always been a part of
life, but in our contemporary society
we treat them as highly unexpected
occurrences. We are used to feeling
safe, and do not have the perspective
or skills to deal easily with them. This
book provides a remedy for our shortcomings.
On September 11, 2001, my initial

reaction to the suicide bombers that
hit New York was inadequate. For

years, both as an American rabbi, and
as a recent transplant in Britain, I had
been waming of the threat of extremist
Islamic terror. I had spoken out
against lax American security. I had,
along
with
many
American
columnists, most notably Thomas
Friedman, prophesied impending
terrorist attacks by poison gas, a stolen

huge, especially on the social psyche

of my community, and on the
emotional fabric of our society. As it
happened, Sheik Dr Zaki Badawi, the
late, beloved imam, and I had become
friends through Sir Sigmund Stemberg
and the Three Faiths Forum. Zaki and I
had been speaking for many months even as recently as 10 September 2001
- about the possibility of Islamic

terrorist attacks and what it might do to
our interfaith work and to society. We
went into action together, in the days
following `9/11'. Over the weekend

after the attacks, Zaki and I appeared
frequently together. Friday we walked
together in the procession at the
broadcast television service at St Paul's
Cathedral. Sunday morning we
preached jointly from the pulpit of St
Martin's-in-the-Fields on the Radio 4
broadcast Sunday Morning service led
by Vicar Nicholas Holtam. On Sunday
afternoon we appeared together in
`Songs of Praise' from Westminster
Abbey.
West London Synagogue was inundated by Americans in London and
many others over the weekend. `9/11 '
occurred a week before Rosh
Hashanah that year. Although I had
already prepared my High Holy Day
sermons, I set them aside, and

preached mostly about our responses
to `9/11 '. My honorary officers encour-

aged me to do so, but there were
many others who felt that I overconcentrated on the disaster, and our
response to it.

As a result of our experience with

`9/11' we established contingency

plans at West London Synagogue for
responding to disasters. We made sure
that our professional choir had within
their repertoire appropriate music for
special public services following
public calamities. We established a
computer file of readings and liturgical
material, from which we could draw.
We formulated a team approach to
whatever contingent disaster might
arise.

For we cannot afford to pretend that
such disasters are `bolts out of the
blue'. We live in troubled and troubling times. It is essential that we
acknowledge that we live in a new
`Age of Anxiety'. We must prepare

But if you want to remind yourself of

nuclear device or biological agents. I

the issues that need to be considered
and the things to do during any one
actual stage of a disaster, the repetition
means you can go straight to the
chapter that is the most relevant to you.
That makes the repetition actually

was prepared for the possibility of the

ourselves, our synagogues, our people,
and our society to cope better with the
disasters of our world. This book can
be important to assist us in this vital

physical attacks of `9/11'. I was

task I
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unprepared for the emotional trauma
in response to `9/11 '.

Within a few hours, I realised that
the impact of `9/11' was going to be

RABBI MARK WINER PhD, DD, /7as bee#
Senior Rabbi Of West London Synagogue since
1998.

iE

`MY KAREN'
Q.. What is your backgl.ound? Wliere do

your parents and grandparents
come from?

A: My father was born in Poland but
went to vienna at a Very early age.
My mother was born and grew up
in Vienna. They met in London in
1940, having fled Nazi Europe.
Shortlyaftertheymetmyfatherwas
interned in Hay Camp in Australia.
His first letters were addressed to
"Dear Miss Kleiner". They became

more affectionate as the months
went by. Having been detelled by
the cost of marriage by several rabbis,`theywereeventunllywelcomed
by Rabbi Harold Reinhar[ at West
LondonSynagogue.Theyremained

members until I started Hebrew
classes and the distance from
"refugee" West Hampstead to the
synagogue was too great. They then
joined Belsize Square Synagogue
where I still belong, with a break of

afewyearsinmyearlymariedlife.
Q.. Are you an only child?
A: I have no siblings and, as with so

many refugee families, grew up
with little family.
Q.. What was school/c;keder like?

Karen

BARRY HYMAN TALKS TO

SVIVIA MORRIS
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A: I attended Holy Trinity Primary
School in Swiss Cottage where half
the class was Jewish and where I
was always in the top three of the
class. Then south Hampstead High
School where I was a very average
student.

Q.. Was there much Jewish influence in
your childhood?
A: We celebrated all the Jewish festivals with friends with similarly
small families. I went to Hebrew
classes from seven and was very
active in Belsize Square's youth
groups until sixteen.
Q: Did you get further education?
A: After A-Levels I did a year's
secretarial course, with languages
and flower arranging and then
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LooJing back I camot believe how my
quiet, beoutrfu:I doughier had the strength to
turn her devastating news into something
positive f ;or others.
worked for ten years as Assistant
Commercial Counsellor at the Israeli
Embassy. That was a wonderful
job, particularly as I was there at a
time when Israel's exports increased
from oranges and cut diamonds to
sophisticated fashions and electronic
equipment. I felt that I was making
my contribution to Israel while
enjoying life in Britain.
Q.. When were you married?
A: I married in 1972. Karen was born
in 1975 and Debby in 1977.

And Debby and Gary have made me
the very proud grandma of three
year old Zac and two year old Leo.
Q; What drew you to the Sternberg
Centre and was it the Beit Din from
the off?
A: Living locally, I noticed advertise-

ments for jobs at the Sternberg
Centre from the time it opened.
When I divorced, I sent out cards
looking for work in the area. The
Centre for Jewish Education, now
part of Leo Baeck College, was the
first to contact me - and I have
worked in every organisation at the
Centre since. After a few months,
there was a temporary job with
Rabbi Lionel Blue at the Beit Din
which became permanent when his
then secretary retired. Rabbi Blue
retired shortly afterwards and I have
worked with Rabbi Rodney Mariner
since 1988. Being a people person,

I enjoy meeting and talking to the
candidates who have experienced
such varied, often moving, journeys
to their conversion.
Q.. Would you tell us about Karen?
A: Karen was a high achiever with a
wide circle of friends. She was a
very popular RSY Netzer youth
worker, leader of Israel tour 1996
and cfeec7er teacher at Finchley Progressive Synagogue and Coventry
Refomi Community. She went to
North London Collegiate School
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and had just spent a year in Paris as
the third year of her French/IIistory
degree at Warwick University when
she was diagnosed with chronic
myeloid leukaemia. Although she
had a bone marrow transplant, the
disease had progressed too quickly
and she passed awayjust one year
after diagnosis.
During her flrst visit to Hammersmith Hospital she saw a poster
for the Sue Harris Bone Marrow
Trust which recruits bone marrow
donors among the Jewish community. She contacted them for
support which became mutual
when she agreed to front a major
donor recruitment campaign which
also raised thousands of pounds and
included tens of thousands of leaflets on congregants' chairs over
yo" Kzzxpe/r 1997. Looking back I
cannot believe how my quiet, beautiful daughter had the strength to
turn her devastating news into
something positive for others.
We held our first Supper Quiz in
Marchl998,justdaysafterKaren's
transplant. Karen passed away in
September that year and we just
continued the initiative she had
started. Thanks to the generosity of
an ever growing network of
supporters, we are on course to
achieve our goal to raise one
million pounds to mark the tenth

year: ten years in September that I
lost my precious Karen and ten
years in June 2009 of the
establishment of the Karen Morris
Memorial Trust.
We opened the first Karen's
Home from Home for leukaemia

patients at Hammersmith Hospital
in January 2007 and the second is
scheduled to open at the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital in Birmingham
in 2010. We have also funded the
day room in the Haematology

Department at Hammersmith Hospital, are currently supporting two
part-time complementary therapists
for the Haematology Department at
the Royal Free Hospital and a support counsellor and complementary
therapist for leukaemia patients and
staff at the QE.
The trustees are cuITently evaluating responses to questionnaires
sent to leading haematology depatments throughout the UK to
support other desperately needed
services which are not funded by
the NHS. The worthwhile projects
are limitless - the only limitation is
money.
The Karen Morris Memorial
Trust was set up with two
objectives: to provide facilities for
leukaemia patients and their
families and something to reflect
Karen's deep love of Judaism. I am
delighted to say that we have now
been able to fulfil the second
criterion: the KMMT has funded
the compact edition of the Reform
Movement's new Sz.c7dz/r and all
editions include a revealing piece

by Karen on `The Miracle of
Death', thus ensuring that Karen's
memory and legacy live on for
future generations.
Nothing can ease the pain of
losing my Karen but it really is a
source of comfort and strength to
enjoy the support of so many who
knew Karen and those who have
come to know her through the work
of the KMMT.

ForfurtherirformationabouttheKaren
Morris Memorial Trust, please look on
our website www.kmmt.org.uk or
contact me at irfo@:1onmt.org.ck 1
T}A:RRy HyMAIN is Vice President Of Radlett
& Bushey Reform Syiragogue and i;ormer PR
Consultant to RSGB.
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Chair.

I

like to be called

ILOATHE
Chairman,
BEING
Madam
CALLED
ChainanAif
people feel so inclined. I don't like
Chairwoman or Chairperson but can
tolerate them at a pinch. But Chair no, no, no.

DO NOT SIT ON ME
AM NOT A CHAIR
Linda Karm

Why? The flippant answ-er would be
because I have two legs, not four, and I
don't like people sitting on me.
The serious answer fakes a little
longer to explain.

No one can accuse me of being a
slouch when it comes to ip-omen's
rights, women's equality and egalitarianism. Having been involved for over
twenty years at Edgware & District
Reform Synagogue it has been, to say
the least, a challenge. Pushing for.ward
the boundaries has not been something

that has been achieved ovemistt at
EDRS. We liken ourselves fo a super
tanker at sea, set on its course. Any
movement of the tiller fakes quite a

while to manifest itself in a change of
direction. And so it was with egalitarianism.

Even in the early 1980s, women had
an equal role on Council and took pat
to some degree in the Synagogue
services, but not fully. They were
excluded from some z#z-i_rty.of on an
illogical and inexplicable basis. Tbe

reasonsnomallygivenwerethatitwas
not our 77ez.7cfec7g, our melnbers would

not like changes, that we should be
happy with what we were allowed to
do.

Having come to Reform Judaism
from an Orthodox background, my
commitment to women's equality and
egalitarianism has been a longjoumey.
By taking on the 77zz7z+'of myself,

understanding why I wanted to take
them on, studying, leaning, ol)serving,
I came to a stage when not only did I
want to /e);7z from the Torah something women could do at EDRS
from the 1980s onwards -but I wanted
to wear a fcrJJzt, I wanted to cally the
Torah scroll, I wanted to see women
wardens. I wanted equality. I did not
want to force other. women to take on
these 773z.Zzi;o£ -I believe it is a personal

jouneyandapersonalchoice.Iwanted
to show by example that women could
do these things and I wanted my
community to understand why it was
so important that we moved forward
towards attaining these goals.
It has been the most wonderful
experience to watch my community
understand this, to embrace these goals
until now EDRS has become a truly
egalitarian community. Many women
wear fcrJ/z.£of, we have had several

women wardens, including our first
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Senior Warden about six years ago,
and we are about to have our next
woman Senior Warden next year. We
carry the Torah scroll, we take sfeczchczrz./

and

Torah

services

and

we

do

feczgha¢czfe. In fact, there is nothing we

cannot do, if we want to. And it is truly
a privilege seeing our young girls
participating fully in our services something we did not see twenty years
ago.

So EDRS is there, the super tanker
has turned and it has taken only fifteen
years. To complete this commitment to

being an egalitarian community, I was
thrilled to be elected the first woman
Chairman in April 2008, seventy-three
years after the foundation of EDRS.
So why, if I am so committed to
equality, am I the Chairman? Apart
from the flippant answer, I have to say
that political correctness irritates me,
and
the
language
of political
correctness even more so. I do not
believe that the use of such language is

without the need to resort to using such
terminology to explain who we are.
I believe that some words have a
generic meaning even if they appear to
have a male connotation. I therefore
believe that even though I am female,
the word Chairman is acceptable.
Chairwoman
and
chairperson,
possibly, but Chair -please, no. I am
not to be sat upon, literally or

metaphorically .

relevant in the 21St century. We should

have grown up by now and moved on,
confident in who and what we are

LINDA KANN I.s C/zcrJ./.mcr;7 o/ Edgt^/czj.e &

District Reform Synagogue.
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HOW CAN
YOU BE
JEWISH WHEN

YOU DON'T
PRACTICE?

`We need a new meaning
God' in A44IVIV4
100
DAVIDfor
GOLDBERG'
S ARTICLE

prompted me to write this. Here was a
prominent Rabbi who had put into
words what I had felt for so long.
Judaism has to turn itself inside out and
take a long, hard look at itself if it wants
to maintain an active membership that
is proud to stand up and be counted.
Thus, this essay is about identity but

particularly how we express it through

Lucie Russell

history and finliarity.
When I had children I made sure I
instilled in them this sense of pride in
our identity. I tock them to services at
my parents' synagogue, we did

our services.

Passover, Yon Kippur and Rosh

I have always had a strong sense of
my Jewish identity. My family were
members of the Liberal Synagogue in
St John's Wood. When I was
approaching my teenage years we
moved to Surrey. It was my pre-Bat
Mitzvah classes with Rabbi Tony
Bayfield in Weybridge that really
sealed this sense. Here I learnt about
the Prophetic traditions, about the
Jewish values of concern for the poor,
the needy, the orphan and the
immigrant. Here I leamt also about the
Holocaust, about persecution, racism
and inequality in a way that formed a
sense of myself as a Jew. I felt it was
my duty, a mark of honour to all the
millions who had perished throughout
the ages to be proud of my ethical
heritage and to be a voice for all the
voiceless who had lost their lives. This
feeling was strengthened by visits to
Israel and in particular to Yad Vashem,
the Holocaust Memorial, and time
spent there working on a kibbutz, just
before the first Iraq war.
These experiences were the drivers
for my work as a campaigner for social

Hashanah. But with the Voices of the
high profile atheists getting forever
louder I began to get `-Cry confused
about what Judiasm meant for me and
what I would want it to mean for them.
Aboutayearago,aclosenon-Jewish
friend said to me one evening: "How

justice. This has been my mission for
many years and continues to be so.
Talking to friends who are Jewish but
non-affiliated, social action seems to
be their driver, too. For us our identity
is about fz.kha# o/cz77z, making the world

a better place for the oppressed and
marginalized.
Attending High Holy Day services
and the odd service over the years has
always provided a familiar sense of
comfort and belonging. But the content
has been problematic for me. Other
than reading the meditations in the
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Sz.dd2/r which seemed much more
relevant, the God stuff seemed fo elude
me. I justified it to myself with the
answer that it was all about tradition.
Even if it did not really mean much it
did not matter because tradition was
vital in order to maintain a sense of

can you be Jewish if you don't
practise?" I felt indignant that he dared
ask such a question. But I could not
answer it. Every response I came up
with did not really make a coberent
answer. The question plagiied me for
weeks and then I realized. For me it is
political. I don't lmow if I believe in
God, the Creator of all things and I
don't live a conventional Jewish life.
But I owe it to all those who have
perished to be proud of my heritage
and it is the driving force of my life's
work. Thus my Judaism is a political
statement. I aln a w-oman, I am Jewish
and these defining conce|)ts drive my
actions in the world.
My dauchter, who is tR-elve, went to
North West Surrey Synagogue's Jewisheducationalsummerweekthisyear.
She had been the preTious year and
asked to go again. This tine it seemed
to mean something Very inportant for
her. She asked me to buy her a jl4czge7?
Dcri/z.c7 and told me that she had decided

she wanted a Bat Mitz+'ah. I had not
nagged her into it the impetus came
from her. Now both my children attend
cfeec7er at Streatham Liberal Synagogue

and really enjoy it. Hannah is working
towards her Bat Mitzvah next year.
They have discor-ered that sense of
belonging and pride in their Judaism
and it has come mainly from them. I
am deeply touched by this and treasure
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Hamah and
their developing Jewish identity.
But it is not all plain sailing. The
section from which Hannah's Torah
portion comes is about a vengeful God
who commands a man to be stoned to
death because he does not observe the
Sabbath and says that the inhabitants
of the land that will become that

promised to the Jewish people, must
perish. I find it hard to justify these
sentiments to her.
Hannah and Charlie also sat through
a couple of hours of this year's Yom
Kippur service and were clearly disinterested, despite my best efforts to get
them to pay attention. It was only when
they attended the children's service
which looked at Hillel's famous passage
`If I am not for myself' that the day

started to mean something for them.
David Goldberg is right, it is problematic to pay service to the
` supernatural, omnipotent, judgemental', and 1'11 add extremely vengeful,

God of our prayerbooks. It turns off
Jewish children and adults who ask
`how is this relevant to the world I live

in and how can I make sense of this
ritual and tradition that appears outmoded and irrelevant?'
When I am at services there is a
strong sense of dichotomy between my
comfort zone response and my
intellectual reaction. The comfort zone
response involves reading the service
text along with everyone else, which
provides a sense of familiarity and
belonging. The other rattles hard
against that. Why do I have to spend a
morning praising God? If He is
supreme, why does He need it? Yes, it
is to remind us of His greatness but do
we need to fill most of Shabbat
moming doing that? Why do we read
stories from the Torah that were
written thousands of years ago and
convey very dubious moral values?
And why is there always a defence or
an interpretation for even the most
vengeful and punitive stories? Are we
not attempting to justify a Torah that is
moribund in the 21 St century? And why
are Torah services always followed by
the Haftarah reading, meaning we have
to sit through two often deeply
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Charlie also sat
thiough a coaple
Of hours Of this
year 's Yom
Kippur service

and were clearly
disinterested,
despite my best
efforts to gct
them to pay
attention. It was
only when they
attended the
childreri's service

which looked at
Hillel 's famous
passage `If I am
notf;orrnyself.'

that the day
started to mean
something
i ;or them.

impenetrable texts. All too often these
lack meaning and have no relevance to
what we, as a congregation, are
concerned with on that day in a 21St
Century filled with insecurities.
These are very difficult questions
and challenge so much of traditional
Judaism. But I believe there are
alterations we can make to our services
that would give them more meaning.
For example, there should be children
and young people's services, where
possible running alongside all adult
services. There should be discussion
groups and debates during services and
on High Holy Days notjust on religious

questions but on every subject relevant
to today, including current affairs, thus
making services relevant for those like
me and my friends whose Jewish
identity is based around the drive to
social action.

If we want to stem the tide of
disinterested and unaffiliated Jews we
have to radicalize our services. We
have to modemize, we have to mal{e
Jews like me, and my children and my
unaffiliated friends believe they belong
to something that really speaks to them,
that is relevant to their lives and is
meaningful.

We have to turn our liturgy and
services upside down and start asking
why we have the same structure for
every service which for many people
means next to nothing apart from
giving them a wami glow. That in itself
is not a negative, but it is just not
enough. We have to start from where
our fellow Jews are, not from where
we want them to be, creating
communities through services that they
can relate to and inspire them.
These are strong and radical
sentiments, I know. Some will rail
against them. But I believe it is only
when we begin to be brave and take
risks that we will bring back the many
who are tuning their backs on their
history and identity I
LUCIE RUSSELL i`s p/.esc#//)/ /Ac Dz.j.ec/or o/
SmartJustice, which campaigns for and
promotes community solutions to crime. She was

also a Founder of the Big Issue and has been a
youth worker and social worker.
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it take to untangle the One from the

ivl%NINIA
ESSAY
PICKING THE SACRED
OUT OF THE COMMONPLACE
Howard Cooper
Iwouldbelieveonlyinagodwhocould
dance.
CNIctzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra, 1883/5)

The weak point of all religions remains
that they can never dare to confess to
being allegorical, so that they have to
presenttheirdoctrinesinallseriousness
as true ... which, because of the
absurdities essential to allegory, leads
to perpetual deception and a great
disadvantage for religion.
(Schopenhauer, The Wiorld As Wiill and As
Rapresentation,18+8)

the divine was all around us. `Please

it was, though I did not know it at the
tine - my introduction to theology
So God was around and involved
and mysteriously present, making and
preventing things happen; yet just as
mysteriously God also seemed somewhat unreliable and even vaguely
threatening. Indeed `God', in the end,
appeared to be a bit like one's experience of one's parents. This can be
confusing. As a child we don't know
that our parents are not gods. Do they
not have all the power, the watchfulness, the caring and punitive
omnipotence, all the awesome presence
and unpredictable absence and loving
and angry demandingness of `God'?

I GREW
IN AGod',
HOME
WHERE
God', UP
`Thank
`God
forbid' -

The Bible's God, that is: `our' God,

these were the everyday verbal appendages to my parents' conversation, the

made real in the stories read to me by
my devoted parents, evoked within the
joyous chaos ofsec7er nights, addressed
during the daunting visits to s¢z/J where
I would grip my father's hand as the
men would gather and schmooze and
intermittently praise the Master of the
Universe.
Our God. Our parents. How long
does it take to untangle? To construct a
theology freed from the hopes and
fears and needs of childhood? The
hopes that goodness is rewarded, that
insecurity can be banished. The fears
that `bad' behaviour is punished, that
guilt and shame seem welded to the
soul. The needs for love and
protection and Someone to depend on
to nurse the hurts and heal the wounds.
Our parents. Our God. How long does

rhythmic markers of a faith that had
once been real but was now a mere echo
of a piety long since tested to neardestruction by history, assimilation and
personal doubt. "Mere echo" though
maybeunkind.Thesewereverbalmannerisms that articulated a residual faith
in a watchful and compassionate deity,
iusecurelybelievedinbutnotyetabandoned. For how could one abandon this
distinctive belief in a benign presence
that offered so much to be thankful for?
`He'11 be on his feet in no time, please

God' -and he was. `Thank God she got
over it' - for she had got over it. `It
won't happen again, God forbid' - and
it didn't, or at least, it hasn't yet. This
was folk religion on a daily basis, and
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other?
There is a boy, sitting in the comer
of a room. Alone, reading. The others
are in Assembly. Which is not for him.
After some time, there is also a girl. So
he is not alone. But he is. She is a
Jehovah's Witness. Which is not
Christian. Nor is he. Assembly is for
Christians. So are school dinners. He
reads, absorbs, escapes. It is not
unpleasant. It is familiar. He does it at

home too. Books - the refuge of the
lonely. Who don't know they're lonely
till much later.
He hears the trains at night. He is
lying awake, fluffing his blankets,
sucking his thumb. The trains are
awake too, familiar presences, keeping
him company. It is not unpleasant.
There were other trains, not long ago,
trains at night, trains by day. He knows
about them, though they're not in the
books. There is nothing in the books
about those trains. Those trains weren't
carrying coal like these trains. They
weren't carrying strips of dead wood,
mute iron girders, pyramids of chalk,
chutes of sand, inert lumps of ore black
as pitch. They did not have a guard's
van at the end with a uniformed man
who waved as he passes under the
bridge and enters the tunnel.
He hears the trains at night. He
strains to hear them fade into
nothingness... when is the moment?...

when is the moment that nothing
happens?.. . for until the rumbling fades
he cannot fall asleep. Tonight he
cannot sleep. The trains never sleep,

sundown to daybreak, dreaming of
black milk.

4/ep fr is the first letter of my
alphabet, the beginning of my language.
It existed long ago, even before I was
born. Some things happened before I
was born (I have seen some pictures).
.4/epfe is a silent letter. It is funny to
have a silent letter at the beginning of
the alphabet. As if they could not make
up their mind. As if they hesitated to
start. As if they weren't sure if the
whole thing was going to be
worthwhile. `God is the name of all
that has not yet been said.'] 4Jep¢ is
silent. Begin with silence. Begin in
silence. Begin.

Primo Levi and Elie Wiesel
responded to the Holocaust by telling
stories. They used what we think of as
`fiction' to reveal truths about what

had happened. They wanted to convey
the enormity of what had been revealed
to them, day after day, night after night,
of the human potential for good and
evil; and to find forms of words that
did not `explain', but described and

evoked what they had witnessed.
Language - with all its grasping after
the ephemeral, the contingent, the
impermanent unboundedness of life was the net in which to catch the
remains of experience after the
moment had gone. They used storytelling as a vehicle for truth-telling and
revelation because they found in art,
literature, narrative what the narrators
of the Bible had found: it is through the
poetics of language, with all its
capacity to shock and move and disturb
and instruct and console us, that
meaning is generated from the chaos
of daily life. In tuning to the artistic
representation of so-called reality they
were following Aristotle' s admonition
- reiterated in our times by the
Russian-Jewish essayist and poet
Joseph Brodsky2 - that poetry is more
truthful than history.
All of which is to say that if 2|St
Century Jewish thought is to salvage
any trace of the authentic from the
wreckage of two millennia of now
won-out theological, philosophical
and religious speculation it needs to
address the limitations of attempts at
`objective' descriptions of God, and
God's connection to the meaning of
Jewish history and Jewish purpose.
And it needs to construct a new form
of theology out of the potentialities of
creative and imaginative forms of
artistic endeavour: literature, poetry,
drama, sculpture, painting, dance,
music, film - these are the vessels of
the sacred, for they are life-affirming,
life-giving, sparking our faith in
ourselves and each other and our
` divine' potential to create meaning out

of meaninglessness, and to hold
oblivion at bay.
Our theology needs to work at the
interface between the so-called `real'
and the imagined, to coax us out of
fixed ways of thinking and the idolatry
of literalism - where possessing one
meaning means not being able to
embrace, or even imagine, other
meanings. Our theology needs to help
us imagine other lives, other
circumstances, other possibilities,
other choices, so that our minds can
open up to Othemess, to be de-centred
for a moment, in order to return to our
own lives richer, with an expanded
sense of what is now possible.
We will each have an art-form that
can help us gain new revelation: some
of us need words, some of us are more
visual, some respond more to
music...and, at their best (and if one
were to be halachic about this one
could say that the religious imperative,
the 77ez./zvc7¢, is to seek out the best), all

2

of these.` forms of expression will be in

dialogue with the past while remaining
open to the unfolding, unsystematic,
unpredictable nature of being. Within
ONI clwn t[a;diflon, Ehyeh asher Ehyeh,
`1 will be what I will be', remains the

most radical poetic evocation of this
mystery.3

Let me try to say this another way.
In the classical midrashic literature the
rabbis used a shorthand term, c7'vc7r
ocfeer (literally: `another word') to
convey their belief and experience that

Af tor childhood we

energe, if we are
f iortunate, i,hio
adolescence. Tine

realise that our
parents are not gods;
and,, on the cortrary,
that we may be the

fast people in the
world ever to ask the
really serious
questions.. `Why are

we here? Why i,s there

s omcthing rather
than nothing? Where
did it all come firom?
interpretation was of the essence in the
exploration of meaning -for all human
understanding is interpretation and no
single interpretation is final; and
further, that in a sense the Biblical texts
they were commenting on, like the text
of our own lives, may be sacred but
they have no intrinsic meaning, and
that whatever meaning we choose to
read out of the texts, or into them, is
subjective and existential rather than
extemal and objective: kz. #c77`ov ey/ec72cr

ha-davar me'od, b'ficha u'vil'vavecha
Jc7'crsozo, `...for the words are very

close to you, in your own mouth and in
your innermost thoughts, to discover
and follow and fulfil...').4
D 'vc7r crc%er: interruptions, digress-

ions, detours, are part of the jouney.
The destination, as Kafka so memorably expressed it, is always

`Away-From-Here'5, but we zigzag
and spiral, step forward, step back, step
to the side, as we dance our theology
into being. So: let me try to address
these themes another way, from another
direction.

After childhood we emerge, if we
are fortunate, into adolescence. We
realise that our parents are not gods;
and, on the contrary, that we may be
the first people in the world ever to ask
the really serious questions: `Why are
we here? Why is there something rather
than nothing? Where did it all come
from? What happened before the Big
Bang, before creation began? And, yes,
who created God? And why did He let
the Holocaust happen? And why am I
the only person to get spots before a
date?'
Adolescence is all about intensity
and mood-swings and sorting things
out,tryingtounderstandhowtheworld
and our bodies work. It is when we
want to sort out what we believe. And
it is when many of us Jews construct
our second-stage theology, leaving
behind, we fondly imagine, our limited
childhood pictures and fantasies, and
developing a more nuanced form of
thinking about this entity called `God' .

We may even - if we are brave, or
foolhardy - start to read theologians.
And if we do have a genuine interest in
the central questions about Judaism
and Jewish belief we may well find
ourselves reading post-Holocaust
theologians, those who have struggled
in the decades since the Sfeoczfr to find a

way of thinking about the divine in the
light of barbarism and evil.
For we recognise, intellectually and
emotionally, that any personal theology
we construct will have to make room
for the unspeakable if anything meaningful on the topic of divinity and
holiness is ever again to be spoken;
just as it will have to accommodate the
traditional concerns of theodicy: how
on earth one brings a `God' - and
especially a `good' and `omnipotent'
God whom one is supposed, God help
us, to thank - into the same picture as
the daily realities not only of other
post-Shoah genocidal activity but also
of infant mortality, cancer, schizophrenia, the ravages of Alzheimer's
disease, landslides, earthquakes, floods,
famine...
This faith-questioning, faith-building,
journey from adolescence into adulthood, so-called, the tightrope walk of
attempting to reconcile the God of
Jewish tradition with the horrors of
nightly death and daily degradation, is
napped by each one of us in our own
way.Letmemerelyrehearseheresome
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of the landmarks - both some of the

S7zocrfe in the broadest historical context

presence in history'.13 This is bold,

less-than-persuasive ideas and some of
the more helpful and gifted expositors

and treat it as part of an enduring
debate about the role of evil in the
world. The scale of the tragedy, they
suggest, does not alter the essential
problem: tragedies come and tragedies
go, the mystery is still -how does God
work in the world and `allow' evil to
happen? The death of one child and the
death of a third of Jewry pose the same
challenge to belief in a supposedly
loving and compassionate divine Being.
Martin Buber developed a thesis
about the `Eclipse of God' - the times
when God `hides His face' and is
absent from history.9 Though still
working within the realist tradition of
theology, Buber's thought has the
virtue of grounding the mystery of
`God' in the subjective I-Thou human

provocative theology, defiant and hopefilled. And it is almost persuasive - I
was persuaded for many years. But it
still depends on an ethnocentric view
of an extemally `real' divine Being
who has a special relationship to `His'
chosen people - and one additional
consequence of this approach is that,
unfortunately, it can become theological fodder for messianic and overly
nationalistic approaches to Israel's
relationship to the Palestinians.
But what if the `voice' to be heard
from Auschwitz teaches us something
else about `God'? For Richard
Rubenstein `we live in the time of the
death of God', by which he means `that
the thread uniting God and man,
heaven and earth, has been broken. We
stand in a cold, silent, unfeeling
cosmos, unaided by any purposeful
Power beyond our own resources.'14
What Auschwitz taught was the value

- that I encountered on my own journey towards what I now think of as a
ramshackled, cobbled-together but
just-ab out-habitable po st-theistic stance
on these perennial questions of faith.
There is a traditional Talmudic
`explanation' for collective Jewish suf-

fering - it actually dates back earlier
than the Rabbinic period, to the
Babylonian exile6 - that we were punished as a people 77?zP7?ez. ¢crzc7ez.72c/,

`because of our sius'. This `blame our-

selves' thinking -i.e. blame the victim
for what happens to them - was used
by traditional Jewish thinkers through
the ages to `explain' Roman persecution, medieval massacres, Eastern
European pogroms, and the Holocaust
itself -it was assimilation and Reform
Judaism wot done it. One still sees the
occasional relics of this in Israeli
¢crrec7z. views that terrorist atrocities are

God's punishment for the State sanctioning the selling of pork and the
country's failure to keep Shabbat.
There are fundamentalist Christian
versions of this, such as 9/11 being a
consequence of gay partnerships which just goes to show that Jews
don't have a monopoly on persecutory
psychotic thinking. So - if you want
a sadistic God, you know where to
look. On the other hand, that there are
sometimes disastrous collective consequences to human failures to construct
humane, ethically-oriented societies is
incontrovertible. But that has nothing
to do with a punitive `God' who is in
charge of world events.
Another post-S:7zoc7fe approach was

to claim that God offered up Israel as a
`vicarious atonement' for the sins of
the world.7 20th century Jewry was like
Isaiah's `suffering servant'8, despised
and persecuted but appointed by the

Holy One of Israel to bear the brunt of
the world's aggression `like a sheep
being led to slaughter' and thereby
carrying the world's guilt down into
the grave but with the ultimate aim of
advancing
humanity's
moral
development. No, it does not make
sense to me either. Allied to this view
was the approach that saw the
Holocaust as a modem £4*ec7cz7z, a test

of Jewish faith like that of Abraham
who was called on to sacrifice Isaac
and, having accepted the trial, thereby
secured his people's future. In these
theological dramas the Jews play the
willing masochists within God's
perverse recreational/re-creational
schemes.
Some theologians tried to set the
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encounter with the divine. If that
encounter is absent it is a situation `to
endure as it is' ; and, at the same time, it
asks the individual `to move existentially toward a new happening... ' [°
My own teachers Albert Friedlander

and Hugo Gryn tried to turn the
theological questioning away from
God and towards humanity. Human
freedom involves our capacity to
choose between good and evil actions
- so they saw the S¢ocr¢ as an
indictment of countless ordinary men
and women who, through their actions
and inactions, failed to live up to the
highest values and human capacities
with which we have been endowed.
This is humane and sensitive, but
avoids the central issue of how one
retains belief in an active personal God
who creates, reveals and redeems -the
traditional motifs of Jewish theological
thinking.
Emil Fackenheim's passionate and
affirmative response to the S¢ocr¢
built on Buber's doctrine that `God'
cannot be proven, but must be met and
responded to. Within his extensive
writings, this Jewish scholar resident
in the United States, elaborated on
what he heard as a `commanding Voice
from Auschwitz'[`, analogous to the
Exodus and Sinai, instructing us that
from this moment in history onwards
`we are, flrst, commanded to survive
as Jews,lest the Jewish people perish';
we are also obligated to remember the
martyrs; thirdly, we post-Auschwitz
Jews are to refuse to `deny or despair
of God' ; and, finally, we are forbidden
`to despair of the world' lest it become

a meaningless place. To abandon any
of these would be to hand Hitler a
`posthunous victory'.[2 And it makes

the State of Israel, bonded historically
to the events that preceded it, a `1iving
testimony to God's continued saving

of human life - and that we only have
each other. We are at the threshold of
third-stage theology, what I think of,
for want of a better term, as `posttheistic theology' - I have not been
able to find this term in Rubenstein's
writing, but he does say in the same
symposium as the quotation above: `1
do not believe that a theistic God is
necessary for Jewish religious |ife'.15
This is not the place for an extended
discussion of Rubenstein's radical
theology. Let me though mention two

further thoughts that accompanied his
rejection of the personal divine Being
of Jewish history and tradition.
The flrst is sociological and psychological: his comment that `Great
religious revolutions have their own
period of gestation' and no-one `knows
the hour when the full impact of
Auschwitz will be felt, but no religious
community can endure so hideous a
wounding without undergoing vast
inner disorders.']6 More than 40 years
after these words, I remain unconvinced
that our own Reform communities
have yet experienced the full implications of these `vast inner disorders'. If
anything, we are in full flight from
disorder, and seeking refuge in the consolations of traditional liturgical
tropes, albeit tweaked linguistically to
conform to the pieties of the age.
Secondly, Rubenstein insists that it
is `precisely because human existence
is tragic...and without meaning that we
treasure our religious community",
and indeed `Judaism is the way in
which we share the decisive times and
crises of life through the traditions of
our inherited community. The need for
that sharing is not diminished in the
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time of the death of God'.L8 Some of
the religious questions for our own
communities therefore become: How

can we facilitate this kind of sharing in
depth with each other? What kind of
liturgy best helps this kind of Jewish
renewal, the renewal of faith and hope
in the saving, supporting, consoling
power we can offer each other? And
how can we develop conversation as a
form of prayer?
And where does that leave `God'?
Nietzsche is threnody on the `death of
God', cast in the semi-fictional form of
amonologuenarratedbya`madman''9,
haunts 20th century theology and is the
immediate backdrop to Rubenstein's
thinking. Yet for Rubenstein himself
the death of traditional God-images
and mythic modes of thinking is not
the end of the story of `God'. The God
of history may be dead, the personal
God who really exists `out there' as an
objective Being may be no more, the
whole of Jewish thinking about
divinity and God's `activity' may need
to be de-mythologized - but the
tradition still retains a vital resource
for the revivification of our spiritual
and religious lives: `1 believe in God,

the Holy Nothingness known to
mystics of all ages, out of which we
have come and to which we shall
ultimatelyretun...'20

No one moulds us again out of earth
and clay, no one conjures our dust.
No one.
Praised be your name, no one.
For your sake we shall flower.
Towards you. 21
No space here for all the other landmarks:forHeschel's`SufferingGod'22;
Tony Bayfield' s comprehensive review
of post-S:73oczfe `Limited God' theo-

|ogy23; |rving Greenberg's significant
subversions of theistic thinking and the
positioning of doubt as a central comp onent of always-fragmenting religious
faith24;ArthurGreen'sKabbalisticallyinspired reflections on the immanence
of the divine One, `a Being or lifeforce that dwells wz.ffez.77 the universe

and resides in all its forins'.25

One notes the equivocation even in
Green's language, radical theologian
though he is, as he attempts to hold the
tension between `a Being' and a `1ife
force', as if to give up the notion of
personality is a step too far: over the
abyss, into freefall, the endless chasm

of insecurity that a life without
protection might expose us to...

But what Art Green calls his
`Midrashic method'26 - emotionally
expansive and intellectually alert, both
playful and deeply committed - offers
us a way forward in its concentration

4

on the play of language and metaphor,
and its understanding that religious
truth belongs to the realm of poetry,
not discursive prose. Which means that
truth about `God' is no longer something that exists `out there' but is held

within our human way with words and
what we can make them do. The
preacher, the interpreter, the artist and from a religious perspective can
there be any difference between them?
- is now crafting truth through the telling of tales, just as our tradition tells us
that in the begirming God spoke creation into being: `And God said...'

(Genesis 1 :3) - and light and life and
the limitless forms of what was and is
and will forever be emerge in ceaseless
currents that flow on to us, through us,
in us...

have and all w5 need, cD;72 oc7, `nothing
else exists' (4/ey7?z/) I
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stories we tell, in conversation with
each other, in fiction and poetry, in
secrets whispered in the dead of night,
in waking dreams, in stories filled with
love and loss, vision and rage, in tales
of hope and fables of justice - these

(Penguin Books, London,1990), p.175
22 Cf. Neil Gilman, Sacred Fragments: Recovering

Theology for the Modern Jew, (J.P.S.A, 1990),
pp.208-9
23 European Judaism, Vol.26, No.1, (Spring 1993

- Issue 50), pp.3440
24Cf Gi|man (ibid.), pp.207-8

25Arthur Green, `God.', European Judaism,
Vol.39 no.2, (Autumn 2006), p.83
26|bid„ p.85
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writers.
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The following is the text Of a lecture
given by Rabbi Dr Michael Shire to the
Clergy United Seminar at Leo Baeck
College in February 2008

FIGHTING BACK

I

AM A PRODUCT OF THE l9th
Century Enlightenment. As a fourth

generation Progressive Jew, I look
back at the values that motivated my
great grandparents in Central Europe to
provide high quality education and
professional skills to their sons and
daughters, that compelled them to join
a synagogue that espoused a liberal
attitude to religion which joined
tradition to modemity. It accepted the
modernist view of the multiple
authorship of the Hebrew Bible, and led
them to exert their energies, whilst they
were still accepted as citizens of
Germany,forthebenefitofallthoseless
fortunate than themselves.
It seems remarkable to me that, over
100 years later, there are still Jews who
hold medieval and obscurantist views
of Jewish practice and belief,

perpetuating limited roles for women
in Jewish public life, denying
individuals their right to their own
sexuality and creating impenetrable
barriers between Jews and non-Jews.
But for most Jews in this country, the
issues of emancipation thrown up by
the Enlightenment have largely been
integrated into our British and Jewish
identities. Our young people attend
British universities, women and men
both pursue professional careers, Jews
have largely been accepted into all
classes of British life. That may have
more to do with being an ethnic
minority that is white rather than
Jewish.
But there remain burning issues for
us to resolve in this society. Here are
three topical ones. How should we educate our young? In faith schools
exclusive to Jewish children that provide a strong, positive Jewish identity
or in county or independent schools
where all cultures and faiths can mix
together? In formally opening our
newly built voluntary aided Jewish
school at the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism in Finchley last Sunday, Rabbi
Dow Marmur, founding rabbi of the
school, weighed the scandal of having
a Reform Jewish day school separating
Jewish children from their con-
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Michael Shire
temporaries against the scandal of
withholding an intensive Jewish education from our children with the
resulting impact on Jewish continuity'.
In a Jewish community that has
dropped from just under half a million
to just over a quarter of a million in
two generations, we have to take Jewish continuity seriously. This has
resulted in over 50% of our children
now attending Jewish day schools.
Second, how much do we need to
protect ourselves against threats to our
selves, our cemeteries and synagogues
and our freedom of speech on
university campuses and senior
common rooms? Whether it is couched
as anti-Semitism or anti-Zionism, we
are told that it is on the rise and faster
than in any other European country
though this is hotly debated within our
community. Not only does the Jewish
community shoulder a large financial
responsibility for providing community
security, it also has a major impact on
feelings of safety. We feel defensive

particularlyagainstthemediaportrayal
of Israel and our willingness to be open
to vulnerability is diminished. So much
so that the Jewish Chronicle, our
reputable Jewish newspaper, conducts
an annual assessment to determine the
most powerful Jews in Britain. It says
more about how powerless some
people feel and how desperate they are
to reassure themselves.
Third, how can we retain Jewish
loyalty and commitment to Jewish
community and family life whilst less
than 50% of British Jews marry other
Jews. That results in the need to
acknowledge the non-Jew as a positive
and engaged presence in our
synagogues, families and communities.
Here again we are challenged by living
openly in an integrated society and
perhaps we as Jewish `clergy' will find
this issue to be the most prevalent in all
our rabbinic decision making in the
next decade.

But apart from these topics of
contention, we have largely settled the
issues of Jewish emancipation. Our
integration into this society is complete
and the fact that I have been in three
palaces to meet royalty in the last three
years is some indication of what we
have become. What then should be the
next stage of our task? Guaranteeing
Jewish continuity as our sole task is
neither desirable nor achievable.
Rather Progressive Judaism needs to
respond to the call for a voice of moral
responsibility through liberal Jewish
values. Our engagement witb the
modemworld,ourEuropeanexperience
of genocide and exile, our focus on
ethical over ritual law could certainly
contribute to the struggles of an
enlarged Europe and UK today.
Perhaps we should now establish a
more conscious effort to have an
impact on British society. What kind
of society do we want? What do we
have to offer and with whom should
we develop this concept, in Isaiah's
words, of being `a light to the
nations'.2

Rabbi Sir Jonathan Sacks, the
Orthodox Chief Rabbi has recently
raised this issue in his latest book, `The
Home We Build Together'3. Using the

three metaphors of country house,
hotel and the biblical tabernacle, the
mz.sfeftc77?, he believes it is time to

remake society in the image of all
those who have come to call this
home. The country house is a metaphor
for being guests in someone else's
home with generous hosts and fine
living but essentially living out the
life of someone else's culture, someone
else's identity. The hotel is a metaphor
for what Rabbi Sacks calls multiculturalism whereby each unit lives in
its own room separated from each other
with very little opportunity or desire to
meet or come together. The critique
here is, of course, whether that is really
what multiculturalism has been all
about in this country over the last forty

years. It was certainly not my
experience growing up in Birmingham
in the 60s. Multiculturalism meant
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Ikea DIY instruction guide - with

humanist who admitted proudly that
she had no culture of her own to speak
of and was completely intolerant of all
religious traditions transmitting a
culture and faith to their young. Time
and time again I have to defend to
secularists the kind of inter-religious
dialogue that we have fostered at Leo
Baeck College with Muslims and
Christians. The secularists accuse us
of religious intolerance whilst showing
no awareness of their own prejudices.
So how can we clergy of different
faiths have an influence on our society
without prompting the backlash that
struck the Archbishop of Canterbury?
How can we reflect positively the
inter-dependence of our religious traditions in a post-modem world? In a
recent book, Antonio Negri contrasts
what he calls Empire with what he

similar confusions and misdirections.

calls Multitude5. Empire is today's

But the narrative of construction
parallels the narrative of creation in

global form of sovereignty which
wields world-wide power. It is a network of supra-national institutions and
corporations whose values transcend
local and neutral values. According to
Negri, Empire is currently waging a
war against terror in order to defend
democracy and capitalist markets but
ironically having to dismantle democracy and markets to do so. Against that
multitude is a collaboration of those
who seek alternatives to Empire. It represents forms of collaboration between

learning about all the surrounding
faiths and cultures in school, scouts,
city-wide festivals and one-world
weeks. We hung out in gudwaras and
mosques and attended midnight
Christmas mass, religiously, every
year. We ate Indian food, experimented
with Sikh turbans and listened to the
reggae music of the West Indian
community.
Rabbi Sacks then goes on to do a
piece of biblical exegesis to explain
the metaphor of the 77?z.s%cz72 - the

portable sanctuary built for the desert
wanderings. He notes that the first two
thirds of the book of Exodus are about
the politics of freedom and points to
the last third, taken up with the
seemingly minor and irrelevant details
of constructing the mz.s¢frcr73, a kind of

Genesis.

Making

the

772z.sfekc777

is

thought to be the human equivalent of
God's creation of the universe. Sacks
says a nation is created through the
very act of creation itself. ``To turn a
group of individuals into a Covenantal
nation, they must build something
together".4 Hence the title of the book;
`The Home We Build Together'.
This is enormously attractive to us
who seek to participate actively in a
liberal democracy. But this approach
also has its pitfalls as the Archbishop
of Canterbury has found to his cost
recently. Notwithstanding the hypedup paranoia over the Muslim Sharia
law within the British legal system, the
notion of serious accommodation to
ethnic and religious minorities has

proved too much for readers of 'the
Daily Mail. It is not the faithful of the
religious traditions who fear accommodation, it is the faithless who
espouse the wholly secular society
despite increasing violence on the
streets, deepening xenophobia, a
crumbling health care system for the
mentally ill, the aged and infirm, and a
consumer driven society fuelled by
spiralling debt.

I was asked to participate in a panel
discussion on religious schooling on
the Iranian English language television
channel last week. People here were
worried for me. Would I have to defend
myself in a hostile environment? How
would they manipulate what I had to
say to their own political ends? Those
concerns proved to be unnecessary as a
professional debate on religious values
took place in their studio with various

guests. It tuned out that I had the most
difficulty with the representative
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groups of networks that seek to remain
distinct while communicating and acting together. Multitude is always
plural but can act in a unified way. Fair
trade, Microinvestment and the Organic
Soil Association gather as a Multitude
to counter global economic power, exploitation of labour and land in
developing countries. Multitude is the
essential ingredient of a healthy democracy,
one
that
respects
the
singularities that make up a society
while finding a common bond between
them and beyond them to society at
large.

So can we together, a multitude of
liberal religious traditions well
integrated into our common society,
unify to build a home for us all? We
will value the religious traditions and

differing cultural norms of each but
still work towards contributing to our
wider society. If we do not, we will
delegate the social values of our society
to others, some of whom may draw
upon our scriptures and ethics and
others who will be consumed by
personal ambition and competition in

an urgent need to evolve the vision of a
society in this country which will set
an example to other countries not by its
material prosperity but by the quality
of its national life in terms of freedom,
justice, tolerance, compassion, health
care, hospitality to asylum seekers,

generosity to underdeveloped countries, humane treatment of animals,
respect for the environment, beauty of
its countryside, the cleanness of its
rivers and beaches, the excellence of
its architecture and town planning, and
of its art, literature and music. It would
have to enunciate the highest common
factor values which Christian, Jew,
Muslim, Hindu and Humanists could
jointly affirm6."

If we are faithful to the highest
common values that we can all affirm,
we can build a collective sense of
purpose, of cohesion and respect and
we will be faithful people in a society
faithful to its common values and to
its entire multitude. At a time when
his civilization was crumbling both

from within and from without, the
prophet Jeremiah exhorted people to
be realistic. He said: "This is what the
God of Israel says to all: I have carried
you into exile from Jerusalem to
Babylon. Build houses and settle down,
plant gardens and eat what they
produce. Marry and have sons and
daughters, find wives for your sons and

give your daughters in marriage, so
that they, too, may have sons and
daughters. Increase in number there,
do not decrease. Seek the peace and
prosperity of the city to which I have
carried you. Pray to God on its behalf
for in its peace and prosperity, you will
find peace and prosperity.7 .

Endnotes

\ Dow Marmur, Opening Address to
the new Akiva School, Februc[ry
2008

2 Isaiah 49
3 J.Sacks (2007) , The Home Tire Build

Tlogether, Contimmm, UK
4 J.Sacks, ibid. pl 37

S Antonio Negri and Miehael Hardi
(2006), Multitude, Pengiin Books

6 J.D.Rayner (1998), A Jewish

Understanding Of the World,
Berghahn Books, p.166
7 Jeremiah 29:4-7

As the late Rabbi John Rayner,
former Director of Studies at Leo

RABBI DR MICHAEL SHIRE z.a yz.ce~
Principal of Leo Baeck College having studied
al University College London, Hebrew Union
College in New York and Los Angeles and
obtained Srriroha at Leo Baeck College. He
recently received an Honorary Doctorate from
Hebi.ew Union College for his contribution lo

Baeck College said in 1988: "There is

Religious Education.

building their ideal society.
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OF BAUDELAIRE,

BARNUM & BAILEY
Raymond Goldman

T

HE PRETENSIONS OF DAVID
Goldberg`s title, "We need a

New

Meaning

for

God",

(A44AVH 100) made one anticipate the
gravitas appropriate to the most
challenging problem faced by PostHolocaust Jewry. Instead we got ajolly
knock-about article that tilted at a
number of ancient windmills and

In the centenary issue Of
MA:NNAL Rabbi David
Goldberg delivered a scathing
verdict on failed merger
negotiations between the
Rof;orm and Liberal Movenents
in the l980s. Rabbi Dr Sichey
Brichto, at that time the

professional head Of the
Union Of Liberal and
Progres sive Synagogues ,
responded acerbically by letter
(MANNA 101). His RSGB

counterpart now conunents.

broughttogetheranamazingmixedbag
of Baudelaire, Talleyrand, Max Weber,
Winston Churchill, Ramsay MacDonald
and, for light relief, the Bamum and
Bailey Circus. In its last few lines it did

make some passing reference to
theology. It opined that at the High
Holydays even some rabbis find "such
a God . . . literally beyond belief in the
modem scientific world".
Mordechai Kaplan, who was somewhat `old hat' even before the
Holocaust, is in Rabbi Goldberg's
assessment, the 20th Century`s only
significant Jewish theologian. It was
Kaplan's thoughts on addressing the
Deity that were dismissed by one
satirist as "to whom it may concern".
Even at the "ramshackle" Leo Baeck
College, the cz/mcz rmcz/er for which he

seemingly shows so little respect,
theologians such as Yitz Greenberg,
Eliezer Berkowitz, Emil Fackenheim,
Emanuel Levinas, Eugene Borowitz
and David Hartman must surely have
been mentioned or, if not, would surely
have formed part of his own rabbinic
reading.
Suffice to say that if Tony Bayfleld
asked David Goldberg for "a sort of
twenty five years of British Jewry,
warts and all" what he got was the
well-worn baggage that Goldberg has
been carrying around for much of that
time.

As one of the "two salaried
functionaries", challenged to explain
our grounds for failing to achieve a
Reform/Liberal merger, I will try to
oblige. Let me first assure David
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Goldberg that I have never had any
ambition to earn ``Macchiavelli's
grudging admiration". I cannot speak
for Sidney Brichto.
As RSGB ' s then Executive Director,
let me try to set out why, despite the
admitted longeurs of debate - sorry
about the scars David - I personally
felt unable to recommend the merger.
A few years earlier, in response to an
initiative by Rabbi Dow Marmur, the
RSGB Assembly of Rabbis had
determined to provide its converts
with, as Rabbi Marmur put it, "the
widest possible passport into the
Jewish community". The aim was to
achieve a conversion that would be
recognised in those various segments
that make up the majority of the world
Jewish community, leaving the
bastions of Orthodoxy to cling to their
own myopic position. revz./cz¢, the
traditional immersion of a convert in
the waters of the 77zz.froefe became a

requirement, as well as continued
compulsory circumcision for males.
There was also a decision to adopt a
more traditional form of gcf to be
required by the Reform Beth Din
before a divorcee could remarry in an
RSGB Synagogue. It also reaffirmed
Movement policy that Jewish status, in
accord with tradition, passes down
solely via the matrilineal line.
Interestingly when, some time later,
Rabbi Marmur was called to serve the
largest Reform community in North
America, it coincided with the decision
of the Central Conference of American
Rabbis (CCAR) to give equal weight
to the patrilineal line. To serve the Holy
Blossom Congregation in Toronto,
Rabbi Marmur had to become a
member of the CCAR. The outstanding
scholar, Jakob Petuchowski, then
Professor of Liturgy at America's
Reform Hebrew Union College,
writing to congratulate Marmur on his
new appointment opined, "How sad
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Mordechai
Kaplan, who was
you should have to join the CCAR just
when it has decided to leave the Jewish
People."

Apart from these quasi-halakhic
considerations, there were also pragmatic dimensions to the decision not to
merge. RSGB had always been and
continuestobeaninteuselydemocratic
organisation. Whenever it has under-

taken major new steps or departures it
has alwa.ys attempted fo do so with the
total consensus of the member synagogues. Throughout the forty-five
years of my own RSGB involvement,
both lay and professional, admittedly
there were times of disagreement.
Ultimately the Movement always succeeded in finding a way to achieve
consensus. Nor has it been afraid on
occasion to allow praglnatic considerations to influence such decisions.
One such debate was the change from
ASGB to RSGB: from `Association of
Synagogues...' to the `Reform Synagogues .... '. Again, when the 1977
Siddur was being prepared for publication, there were endless discussions,
both collective and with individual
communities, before agreement was
reached to abandon the pseudo-gothic
English of `thee' and `thou' in use
since the Victorian prayer books of the
1 9th Centny.

Pragmatically, had the merger gone
ahead RSGB stood to lose major
congregations comprising some 16%
(6,000) of its then membership. This
would have substantially reduced both
its numerical and financial strength and
viability. It was also rumoured there
could have been defections on the left
of the ULPS.
In a merged group, arriving at consensus would have been far more
difficult, withess the Liberal Movement's reluctance for the first nine
years to join with RSGB in sponsorship of the Leo Baeck College. Nor did
ULPS feel able to become partners in
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the Holocaust, is

in Rabbi
Goldberg's
assessment, the
20th Century`S
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Jewish
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was Kaplan's
thoughts on
addressing the
Deity that were
dismissed by one
satirist as "to
whom it may
concern''.

what was to become the outstanding
achievements of today's Sternberg
Centre for Judaism. A weakened
RSGB could never have contemplated
its acquisition. What is more, without
these initiatives RSGB might never
have been in a position to take the lead
in establishing cross community
Jewish day schools.
Looking back at subsequent
developments and the spheres in which
we have been able to come together,
the decision not to merge avoided a
situation in which RSGB would have
been tom apart, leaving it with real
scars pcJce the superficial grazes on
David Goldberg`s psyche.
The agreed conclusion, not to merge
but for the two Movements to seek to
work much more closely together, has
been achieved. The routes may
sometimes have been circuitous but the
results, especially in the field of
education, such as teacher-training,
children's part time education, day
schools and degree courses are there
for all to see. The ainval of a thriving
Association of Masorti Synagogues
brings additional creative potential for
three-way cooperation.
Is it futile to hope tbat here is a
message for other sectors of a shrinking
community? Greater unity does not
have to be built on some impossible
and undesirable uniformity. Diversity
should be seen as a strength not a
weakness. With 20/20 hindsight the
supposedly failed merger talks can now
be seen as having contributed
positively to the present health and
future strength of British Jewry I
RAYMOND GOLDMAN wcis ffee pro/essz.o7zcz/

leader of the Reform Synagogues of Great
Britain from 1966 to 1995. On his retirement he
was commissioned to prepc[re a report

"Towards a Decade Of Growth for the Refo1.in

Movement" after which he served for a period
as Chairman Of Alyth. He is an Honorary Vice
President Of the Movement for Rofbrm Judaism.
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MY HERO
Pete Tobias

J

EWISH HISTORY IIAS SINGLED
outJeroboamasthepersonification

of evil. He was the king who took
ten of the Israelite tribes away from the
House of David and set up golden
calves for them to worship. Every subsequent monarch who did not strictly
follow the laws of Israel's God was
described as `following in' or `not
turning away from' the sins of Jeroboaln
(I Kings 15:34; 2 Kings 10:29). Jewish

commentators heap fury on the man
who established a northern kingdom independent of Jerusalem's rule: he was
frequently attacked in the Talmud,
while in rmz.c7rasfe, the authoritative lore,

his name turns up in a list of the alltime bad guys that includes Esau,
Amalek and Haman.
Basically Jeroboam was a trouble-

maker - that makes him my kind of
hero. When I was twelve, I frequently
found myself ejected from my cfeec7er
classroom at Kenton United Synagogue
because I did not like the oh-so-perfect
biblical heroes about whom I was being
taught. They were always doing the
right thing and receiving God's reward
for doing so -and I objected.
Jeroboam got himself thrown out as
well -not of his cfeec7er class, as far as
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Jeroboam had clearly realised that Solomon
was not a good or particularly wise ling.
When he chose to say this publicly, he f;ound
himself ejected f rom Jerusalen as
Solomon sought to Jail him.

I know - but from Jerusalem in the
days when Solomon ruled there.
Another goody-goody that Solomon
held up as the paragon of wisdom in all
of Jewish tradition. But Solomon
inherited a massive kingdom from his
father David and bequeathed to his
son Rehoboam just the area occupied
by the city of Jerusalem and the tribe
of Judah. This is a man whose
commitment to his God was so great
that he married out a thousand times.
And he alienated a large majority of
his own people to the point where they
declined to be ruled by his successor.
It was King David who was truly
wise. He successfully combined the
rival northern and southern tribes by
appointing religious and military
leaders from each in the city of
Jerusalem, which belonged to neither
of them. But as David's potential
successors lined up to battle for his
crown, they chose either northern or
southern personnel to back them.
Solomon sided with the southerners
and got the crown thanks to
Bathsheba's input. And the northern
tribes were ruthlessly exploited to
finance and construct his building
projects.
One of Solomon's acts as king was

to put Jeroboam in charge of a team of
labourers from the tribe of Ephraim to
carry out building work on Jerusalem's
walls. Jeroboam himself was from the
tribe of Ephraim, the mightiest of the
northern tribes who had unwillingly
found themselves subjected to
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Solomon's rule following David's
death. The Ephraimites were not a
happy bunch. Putting a northerner in
charge of a group of northern workers
who were effectively working as Solomon's slaves was another indication
that Solomon's wisdom was somewhat
exaggerated.
Jeroboaln had clearly realised that
Solomon was not a good or particularly
wise king. When he chose to say
this publicly, he found himself ejected
from Jerusalem as Solomon sought to
kill him. When he left, Jeroboam was
met by the prophet Ahijah, who hailed
from Shiloh. Shiloh was the place
where the Ark of the Covenant -which
now sat in Solomon's Temple in
Jerusalem - had resided for many
years. It was a shrine in Benjamin, in
the north, that had been a major, if not
the major, centre for the early Israelite
cult. And the prophets who operated
there deeply resented Jerusalem and
the Temple and anything to do with
David and his descendants or indeed
any king. The prophets of Shiloh saw
in Jeroboam an opportunity to wrest

power from Jerusalem and return it to
Shiloh.

So the scene was set. As Solomon's
life ended, several groups had expectations of Jeroboam. The northern tribes
wanted him to liberate them from the
House of David, the prophets at Shiloh
wanted him to restore their shrine to its
former glory. Jeroboam found himself
in charge of ten of the twelve Israelite
tribes and established the separate

kingdom of Israel which would last for
two centuries and achieve wealth and
status far exceeding that of its southern
cousin Judah.

But history is written by the winners,
and history decreed that the northern
kingdom would be annihilated by the
Assyrians almost 150 years before tiny
Judah met the same fate at the hands of
the Babylonians. And by the time that
history was being written - in the
books of Samuel and Kings but also in
what would eventually be called the
Torah - an explanation was needed for
the fact that ten of the tribes of Israel
had disappeared. And the explanation
was Jeroboam.
His decision to build golden calves
at the shrines he established in Dan,
and particularly in Beth-el, just twelve
miles north of Jerusalem, was cited as
the reason for his and Israel's downfall.
But theologically there was no
difference between the graven image
of a cow or bull, upon which rode the
invisible Israelite God, and the two
cherubim on the Ark in Jerusalem,
above whom that same God was
believed to hover. Indeed, the bull had
been a pat of Israelite and Canaanite
worship long before the cherubim
appeared atop the Ark of the Covenant.
But this act, a purely practical one to
prevent his people continuing to
worship at Jerusalem's Temple that
was entirely consonant with longestablished Israelite tradition, was
recorded and repeated in the Judahite
continued overleaf
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version of history. It found a place in
the Golden Calf episode in chapter 32
of the book of Exodus as well as in the
chronicles of Israel's kings.
The fact that Jeroboam did not
establish a ruling family on a par with
that of David was seized upon by
Judah's historians as further evidence
of God's punishment of his evil
actions. In I Kings 14, the deaths of his
two sons are predicted by the aging

prophet Ahijah in Shiloh and these are
echoed in the incident in Leviticus
chapter 10, where two of Aaron's sons
with identical names to those of
Jeroboam's, meet a fiery fate in the
presence of the ark. But prior to David
there was no tradition of hereditary
dynasty in Israel. The leadership model
was that of the Judges: charismatic
leaders emerging to resolve a specific
national crisis - exactly the role that
was assigned to Jeroboam.
Jeroboam is a real inspiration to me.
His skilful application of the Israelite
traditions that pre-dated the establishment of Jerusalem's temple and the

Prior to David there
was no tradition Of
hereditary dynasty in
Israel. The leadership
model was that Of the
Judges : charismatic
leaders emerging to
resoive a specific
national crisis exactly the role that
was assigned to
Jeroboam.

worship enshrined in the Torah as
being the only way of communicating
with lsrael's God, encourage me to
assert that every element of Jewish
tradition needs to be challenged and
questioned. For all of Jewish tradition
is built around the words of Judah's
sages and scribes who were, among
other things, determined to find someone to blame for the destruction of their
Israelite neighbours. Jeroboam represents for me the embodiment of
challenge to authority and tradition,
the feelings that I harboured and nurtured while sitting in my cfrec7er
classroom, and standing just outside
it. By resisting the authority of both
Jerusalem and Shiloh, Jeroboam was

able to draw on an uncorrupted version of his tradition to establish
something that was authentic, practical
and which genuinely addressed the
needs of his people. And that will do

for me I
RABBI PETE TOBIAS z.s j.c7bbz. o/ffae fz.bcrc!/
Synagogue Elstree. His new book `Never Mind
The Bullocks' will be published later this year.
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I learned that Judaism teaches
that God as He is, and not as
"revealed", is so beyond our

understanding that no prayer,
praise or worship can be offered.
That all we can say about Him is
that " God is " .

I MERELY ASK
Roy Friedman
Some rabbis see themseives as-

theologians. Certainly rabbinic
training at Leo Baeck College
does encourage students to
develop their `Personal
Theology'. But theology is not a
rabbinic monopoly. Indeed, the
number Of Jews today who
behave Jewishly is governed by
their own personal theology.
MAI\INA is introducing an
occasional series called Arii
Ma'amin -J be/j.eve. £c!)/
members Of the community are
encouraged to send us a short
statement Of personal beliof. We
have invited a professional in
Jewish thought to add a briof
coinment intended to place the
statemehi in the corllext Of
contemporary religious
thinking and tease out
some Of the issues raised.

M

ANY A LONG YEAR AGO

as a soldier serving in the Far
East I had the temerity to ask
a Ramakrishna monk how someone as
intelligent as he could worship idols.
His reply was that he believed God
was an invisible, immaterial and unimaginable totality and the Cause of all
things. He said that this concept was
beyond the understanding of many of
his people who nevertheless needed to
be aware of God.
He added that his Temples contained
idols
which,
long
after
their
worshippers realised they were manmade, would act as focal points for
those looking for God.
Since then I have believed that Torah
is a guide and signpost but not the
destination. Many years later I read
and discovered that I was not alone in
so thinking.
I learned that Judaism teaches that
God as He is, and not as "revealed", is
so beyond our understanding that no
prayer, praise or worship can be
offered. That all we can say about Him
is that "God is".
I discovered that the Jewish
philosopher Philo of Alexandria
postulated that the thought of Creation,
which he called `Logos', emanated
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from but was distinct from the Mind
that thought it. That he said, through
study of Torah, Jews could become
aware of YIIVII the actual Creator,
and through awareness of YHVH they
could aspire to the Logos, but that they
could never go beyond Logos to the
Mind itself.
I read that, before Philo, Aristotle
wrote that the First Cause is pure
thought thinking itself and that, after
Philo, Baruch Spinoza, that atheist
who was drunk on God, wrote that
everything is in God and nothing can
exist or be without God who cannot be
thought of in personal tens.
Since they all agreed that God is
incomprehensible, why did they and
the generations after them, including
ourselves, continue to ask questions?
The rabbinic teaching not to ask what
came before or comes after life does no
more than limit their scope.
I also learned that the First Cause
does not have to be equated with
religion and many ask about what
seems incomprehensible without calling
it God.

I suggest that it is not the search for
answers, nor the method of search, but
the need to question that is the
common religion of humanity. That the
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only difference between an atheist who
questions and a religious fanatic of any
creed is the form the questions take.
That anyone who questions may be an
agnostic but cannot be a true atheist.
The questions depend on individuality and whether the questioner's genes
engender factual or imaginative thinking.

How and why did a primeval
ancestor, human or not, become self
aware and desire to be recognised in
life and remembered after death? Why
do some human beings `feel' they are

part of something unknown and
indefinable and yearn to merge with it?
Is it because we are all an indivisible

part of the Incomprehensible and they
subconsciously know it?
Hindus believe that individuality
and separateness are an illusion.
Scientists teach that the gases and
chemicals of which we are made exist
whether we are individually alive or
not. Some mystics say we are God's
thoughts.
Each in its own way teaches the
same thing.
Scientists create virtual reality
worlds both for serious study and as
games. In so doing they provide
evidence that supports rather than
diminishes the possibility of our
universe and its development having
been designed. Whether future scientific
research into `beginnings' will change
the possibility into a probability
remains to be seen.
Most virtual reality worlds have
avatars living on them. These avatars
sublimate their programmers' lives and
inhabit a world complete with a history
newly created for them.
I read that such worlds have been, or
will soon be, created with a First Cause
from which they will develop
`naturally'. Will their avatars make
their own decisions within the limits of
the habitats and computerised brains
given to them?
For the first time since childhood, I
can accept that the world could have
come into being as d`escribed in
Genesis with scientists and laboratory
workers and computer buffs taking the

place of Elohim, YHVII and the Angels. They could have `spoken' with
Moses and Mohammed, could have
sent a Saviour to speed things up, and
could have the ability to switch us off.
Hindus say that the night of Brahma
lasts millennia and while he sleeps all
is
merged
in
h..n
awaiting
reincarnation when he awakes. Tired
scientists say they are switching off
their virtual reality worlds until
moming.
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Whether or not our universe was
designed orjust `is', our inherent need
to question remains.
If there is no God, whatever we do
depends on our genes and we ask how
we came to have them. If God exists
whatever we do is j."z./c7Zz.o c7ez. and we

Hindus say that the
night Of Brahma
lasts millemia and
while he sleeps all
is merged in
him awaiting
reincarnation when
he owahes. Tired
scientists say they are
switching off their
virtual reality worlds
until morning.
Whether or not our
universe was
desigried or just `is ' ,

our inherent need to
question remains.
ask about the incomprehensible. In either case there is neither good nor evil
and each of us must follow whichever
signposts guide our need to question.

The Thinker responds:
The statement begins with a stimulating assertion: just as the statues in
Hindu Temples, or the icons in Byzantine Christian spirituality are not
actually God but venerated because
they arouse love and awe of God, who
transcends everything material, so the
Torah is not an end in itself but a

pathway to a Reality far beyond it.
Many Jews would accept this. Others
would repudiate the analogy, affirming that the Torah, as the record of
God's revealed will, provides access to
an important aspect of the Ultimate.
Some modem scholars have suggested
that for Kabbalistic doctrine, Torah is
an actual self-manifestation or embodiment of the divine, playing a role

similar to that of the Incarnation in
Christianity.
I am wary of formulations that begin
"Judaism teaches..." -especially when
the Jewish philosophers cited are Philo
and Spinoza, both on the peripheries of
classical Jewish thought. In most cases
one can find classical Jewish texts and
respected Jewish authorities who
taught something quite different. So
here: God is "so beyond our understanding that no prayer, praise or
worship can be offered." The author
may be thinking of Maimonides, who
held that God is indeed beyond our
understanding, and that liturgical lan-

guage is totally inadequate to express
the reality of God, but nevertheless
held that prayer and praise can and
indeed must be offered. The tension
between the inadequacy of any human
words for prayer and the obligation
nevertheless to speak them is a significant theme in Jewish liturgy.
The author's statement that "it is not
the search for answers, nor the method
of search, but the #eec7 to question that
is the common religion of humanity" is
an important insight, though perhaps
underestimating the appeal of religious
traditions that provide a Creed for
liturgical affirmation and a Catechism
with authoritatively acceptable answers.

The rabbinic statement cited-that one
is not to ask what came before or comes
after our world - was rarely followed,
with many rabbinic statements, and
even more in Kabbalistic literature,
speculating about events preceding the
Creation.

One genre of medieval Jewish
exegesis begins by posing a series of
questions (or "doubts") about passages
from the Bible, and then proceeds to
suggest answers. Good questions are
often valued more than the admittedly
incomplete and not entirely satisfactory
solutions.

Does it follow from this, however,
that whether or not God exists, "there
is neither good nor evil and each of us
must follow whichever signposts guide
our need to question"? I find this
conclusion far too radical. We require
no reminders today of the reality of
unambiguous evil; the examples are all
too obvious and prevalent. Thankfully,
most of us can also point to examples
of unambiguous good. Whether in the
absence of God, the hope for the
ultimate triumph of good can be more
than self-delusion - that strikes me as a

question worth pondering I
ROY FRIEDMAN z.s c7 J.€/J./.ed so/j.cz.foJ. cz/?c7

long lime non-rabbinic student at Leo Baeck
Co//egg.

THE

THINKER

I.s

cz wz.Se cI#c7

experienced teacher of rabbinics.
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Abraham Jacob Stern

THE SIAR OF WARSAW
INVENTED THE CALCULATOR
Ludwik Finkelstein
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It was as a designer Of ingenious machines
that Stern became Janown. He worked on the

development Of a calculating machine that
could perf;orm the f;our arithmetical
operations and the extraction Of square roots.

seeks to base itself on a truthful
PROGRESSIVE
understanding
JEWISH
of Jewish
THOUGHT
history
and works to dispel false notions that
so often distort it. It is to support this
endeavour that I ask readers to
remember Abraham Jacob Stern, a

prominent personality of early
nineteenth century Polish Jewry.
The life of Stem illuminates the
development of the Jewish Enlightenment and gives lie to many of the
stereotypes and myths that so impede a
proper understanding of the past of
Jews in Polish lands. He was the
inventor and developer of a pioneering
calculating machine and a skilful
engineering designer. He was learned
in secular subjects, especially Mathematics and Astronomy, and a fine
Polish stylist. He combined this with
traditional Jewish scholarship and
strict orthodox religious observance.
He was a Polish patriot, with a strong
devotion to the land of his birth and yet
was in no way assimilated. He wore
Jewish dress and made his Jewish
cultural identity ostentatiously clear.
He was a Hebrew writer and poet and
also contributed to Polish literature
and scholarship. He was a political
conservative, a loyal servant of the
authorities of his day and yet a
steadfast and courageous defender of
Jews and Judaism when the need
arose.

He deserves to be remembered.
Abraham Jacob Stem was born in
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1768 in the little town of Hrubiesz6w
near Lublin in central Poland. He
received a normal elementary religious
education and then continued talmudic
studies independently in a communal
study hall. He acquired a reputation as
an outstanding traditional talmudic
scholar. He also sought secular
learning and educated himself
independently to speak excellent
Polish as well as French and Gerinan.
In particular he became proficient in
Mathematics and Astronomy. To make
a living he was trained as a watchmaker
and became skilled in his craft.
He was admired by the local gentry
for his education. One of them was the
distinguished Polish statesman and

political thinker Stanislaw Staszic, who
took Stem under his protection.
It was as a designer of ingenious
machines that Stem became known.
He worked on the development of a
calculating machine that could perforin
the four arithmetical operations and the
extraction of square roots. Staszic
supported his work and arranged that
Stem should move to Warsaw to have
better opportunities to advance his
knowledge.
The invention of the Stem machine
made a great impact in his time. He
was allowed to report his work to the
Mathematical Section of the Warsaw
Society of Friends of the Sciences,
which acted at the time as the Polish
national academy. He was invited
abroad to present his invention. He

travelled extensively in Galicia and

Germany and was offered attractive
opportunities to settle abroad and
develop his work.
Stern declined and returned to
Poland. He stated that he wished his
work to benefit the country of his birth
and add to its renown. Polish society
reciprocated his loyalty. He was
respected and admired as a man who
brought renown to Polish science and
who considered Poland as his country.
He became known as the Star of
Warsaw, as a play on his surname
which means star in Yiddish and
German.
On his return Stem continued his
technical work. He developed his
calculating machine and later designed
agricultural machines and a device for
land-surveying. Due to the influence
of staszic he was elected a full member
of the Society of Friends of the
Sciences, a signal honour. He took full
part in the deliberations of the Society,
appearing in Jewish dress.
Stem was an eloquent advocate of
technical progress and is recognised as
a pioneer of Polish technology.
But Stem was not only an engineer
of genius. He was above all a deeply
committed Jew, leaned and observant.
He was proud of Jewish culture and
demonstratively wore Jewish dress as
a symbol of his beliefs and a gesture of
defiance. On one occasion, when
invited to attend a national celebration,
continued overleof
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I:o ref arm Polish
Jewry and its position
in the state, the
goverrrment set urp a
Jewish Coryrmittee,
composed Of senior
civil servants and

is necessary to outline briefly the fate
of Polish lands during his life. The
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth disappeared from the map of Europe in
1795 and was partitioned among its
neighbours. The Polish lands were involved in the Napoleonic upheavals,
until their fate was settled for a century
by the Congress of Vienna in 1815.

This set up a Kingdom of Poland with
its capital in Warsaw. The Kingdom
was an autonomous part of the Tsarist
Empire. It had its own constitution,
government, a parliament and army.
The Tsar was the hereditary King of

assisted by a small
Adrisory Chamber
composed of Jews .
Stern became a
member Of that
chamber.

Poland.

The government of the Kingdom of
Poland was much exercised by the
problems of its large Jewish population. They believed in theory that
Jews should be given full rights, but
they were impeded in granting Jews
emancipation by ancient anti-Jewish
prejudices and by hostility to Jewish
cultural separateness. To reform Polish
Jewry and its position in the state, the

he signed the list of guests of honour in
Yiddish. When challenged, he replied
that this would be testimony of the
tolerance of Poland, where different
communities could preserve their own
Ways.

To understand his life and work it

government set up a Jewish Committee, composed of senior civil
servants and assisted by a small
Advisory Chamber composed of Jews.
Stern became a member of that
Chamber.
The Polish government believed that
a reform of Polish Jewry depended on

the provision of a cadre of enlightened
rabbis, equipped with secular knowledge and a command of the Polish
language. The advice of Stem was
sought on the establishment of a
suitable school for such rabbis. But his
ideas were too conservative and were
not accepted.
Ultimately the Polish government
decided in 1826 to establish a Rabbinical School in Warsaw, with Polish
as the language of instruction and a
curriculum that had an extensive
component of general secular education.
Stem was offered the appointment of
Professor of Talmud and the Principal
of the School. He first declined the

appointment to teach Talmud, explaining that he was not adequately expert
in the subject. After a time he declined
also the Principalship, explaining that
the School was not well fitted to
educate rabbis. This was a missed
opportunity for the School. Stem was
possibly the only person in Poland who
had the standing, prestige and knowledge to found and lead an institution
for the training of progressive rabbis.
Although the School became an im-

portant educational institution, turning
out enlightened alumni with a sound
introduction to Jewish knowledge, it
never developed into an effective
rabbinical seminary.

Building of the Warsaw Society Of Friends Of the Sciences
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Stem eked out a meagre living. A
small royal pension awarded to him
was insufficient to pay his bills. He
gave lessons in Mathematics and
Astronomy, largely to non-Jewish
students. He was eventually appointed
one of the government censors of
Jewish books, which provided him
with an income. Govemmentjobs were
a common way in which men of the
Jewish Enlightenment supported
themselves in the Tsarist Empire. As
censor, Stem was relatively liberal on
general Jewish writings, though he
combated Chasidim and their books,
as well as literature that could be seen
to question the political and social
status quo.
In addition to his technical activity,
Stern was also engaged in Jewish
scholarship. His major scholarly
achievement was a work criticising the
Hebrew dictionary authored by Luigi
Chiarini. The latter was a Catholic

priest, who considered himself a
Hebraist and an expert on Judaism. He
became Professor in the University of
Warsaw, with Hebrew and Judaism as
his centre of interest. His knowledge
of the subjects was meagre. He was coopted to the Jewish Committee and was
a malign influence in it. Chiarini was
an enemy of the Talmud, on a French
translation on which he had worked.
He took his enmity to Judaism so far as
to revive the Blood Libel. The Chiarini
Dictionary was partly plagiarised and
contained many errors. Stem wrote a
critique
that
pointed
out
the
deficiencies. The criticism at first
appeared anonymously, since Chiarini
was his superior in his work as censor.
When challenged, Stem stood by his
opinions openly. He gained much
acclaim as one who not only
courageously defended his people but
who, in the eyes of Polish scholars,
defended the integrity of Polish
leaming.
One of the works of Stem, which is
characteristic of his ideas, was a
translation into Polish of the yet/ez.77
A4le/z"/c}¢, The Abyss of Despair, by

Nathan Nata Hannover. Hannover was
a seventeenth century Hebrew writer,
who gave an account of the history of
the Cossack Rebellion of his century
and the Jewish suffering in it. This
book breathes a spirit of admiration for
traditional Jewish life and leaming, but
most significantly, it is testimony to an
attachment of Jews to the Polish
Commonwealth.
Stern also wrote Hebrew poetry,
including an ode on the coronation of
Nicholas I as King of Poland. While
his poetry was evidence of his wide
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One Of the works Of
Stern, which is
characteristic Of

his ideas, was a
trarislation into
Polish Of the

Yevein Metzulah,
The Abyss Of

Despair, by Nathan
Nata Harmover.

interests and abilities, it is not
considered an important contribution
to literature.
Stem was a political as well as a
religious conservative. He was a loyal

supporter of the Tsarist government.
He stood aloof from the Polish
Insurrection of 1830-1 which led to a

war that convulsed the country and to
an eventual defeat of the Poles and a
curtailment of the autonomy of the
Kingdom of Poland.
Stem died in Warsaw in 1842.
In many ways he was a Jew in the
mould of the old Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth, with a loyalty to the
country of his birth and residence and
its authorities. He relied on the support
of a noble patron. He was a religious
conservative in the tradition of rational
halakhic scholarship of the Jewish
Golden Age of poland. By his technical

Hamover was a
seventeenth
century Hebrew
writer, who gave an
account Of the
history Of the
Coss ack Rebellion
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Treatise by Abraham Stern on an Arithmetic
Machine in the Transactions of the Warsan^i
Society of Friends Of the Sciences

Of his century and
the Jewish
swffdring in it. This
book breathes a
spirit Of admiration

f;or traditional
Jewish life and
learning, but most
significantly, it is
testimony to an
attachment Of Jews
to the Polish
Commonwealth.

work, his interest in science, his belief
in technical progress, his command and

use of the language of the country, he
became a pioneer of the Jewish
Enlightenment.
There has recently been significant
scholarly interest in Abraham Stem as
a Polish pioneer of computing. I hope
that this will contribute to a better
understanding by Jews and Poles of

their common past .
A detailed biographical study Of Stern,
with an extensive bibliography is

provided by: Shatzky J., "Abraham
Jczcz4oi; Sfo/e;~77 ", The Joshua Starr

Memorial Volume, Jewish Social
Studies Publication, Volume 6, Ivew
York, 1953. Recent studies are

published on the Polish Contributions
to Computing website of the IEEE
Computer Society
PROFESSOR LUDWIK FINKELSTEIN
ORE FRENG i.s cz# e#gz.J7ee/. w/?arc ccz/-ee/. Aas

been largely concerned with scientific
instruments. He is an alummis and a Research
Fellow of Leo Baeck College.
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Organis ations can be excessively self :congrcrfulatory.
Self:criticism is in scant supply, particularly in the religious
world where it is needed so much. Just occasionally a memoir reminds us
that some progress has been made and can provide real encouragement.
Vcteran Reform activist Larry Ross provides just such encouragement.

FIFTY YEARS 0N

Reform Synagogue somewhere around
the end of the
WE FIRST
ENTERED
A
fifties, for a baby blessing at
Danescroft. That baby must be within
reach of its bus pass by now. It was the
very first time that we felt this service,
led by Rabbi Dr. Arthur Katz was one
in which we could be involved.
Bothered by the pronunciation,
having hitherto been used only to
Ashkenazi vowels and consonants,
though only once or twice a year, I
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have always remembered Rabbi Katz
telling me "you can lean it standing on
one foot". He was right. To this day it
puzzles me that some Reform Jews of
long standing still slip into Ashkenazi
when called up to the Torah.
Because of the friendliness of
everybody - we weren't sitting in
`somebody's seat', and for the first

time we actually sat together - we
joined the synagogue and became
`involved'. Whoever reads this knows
exactly what that means. Building a
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young family at the same time as the
community was building, both literally
and metaphorically, suited us well and
the years sped by. What was this
mysterious RSGB? Hadn't got a clue.
And to be honest there was not much
help around to enable me to
understand. But, editing the sfo#/

Because Of the

friendliness Of
everybody - we

magazine eventually - as I am
reasonably literate and able to type ....

adequate qualification - it fell to me to
go and interview the new Chairman of
RSGB. A woman. Good gracious me.
A woman?
These were the days before Prime
Ministers were women, at least in
Britain... Nor were there any women
rabbis, which, looking back in 2008
seems incredible. I had been given the
impression that the lady chairman was
bossy, to put the politest term on what
I had heard. I went anyway and - this
will be no surprise to anyone who
knew Eva Mitchell - within moments
of meeting her, was completely
captivated. Her good humour, her
enthusiasm, her whole excitement
about the future of Reforln Judaism,
was such that I was instantly hooked
on the idea of finding out more, and
getting involved, somehow.
RSGB, Reform Synagogues of Great
Britain, had a couple of offices up a
few floors at 33 Seymour Place, the
back door of west London Synagogue.
Because I often travelled around the
UK on business, I was intrigued by the
idea of the then Congregational Development Committee. Eva encouraged
me. I was invited to a meeting of the
Committee, chaired by the charismatic
and charming David De Lange. I found
it fascinating. It was discussing possible Refomi communities in places like
Milton Keynes, for heaven's sake, and
North Manchester, a city where there
were already two Reform synagogues.
Were there not enough around there?
David took me for a drink in the

pub opposite 33 Seymour Place and
asked me to join his Committee and I
agreed. After the next meeting he took
me there again and suggested I be the
Vice-Chairman. At my third meeting,
still trying to find my way, he
announced that he was resigning. I
was Chairman of `Cong-Dev'. When
the shock waves wore off, I was lucky
enough to realise that another Eva, a
wonderful woman called Eva Graham
was the secretary of that Committee.
She knew everything and helped
RSGB in their office-and-a-half in
Seymour Place.
The first RSGB Conference we
attended was coming up - at the glorious Majestic Hotel in Harrogate. It was
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weren't sitting in
`somebody's

seat' , and f;or the

first ttme we
actually sat

togcther - we
joined the
synagogue and
became
`inrvoived'.

TThoever reads
this Janows exactly

what that means.
there, in following years, that we built
up a list of friends from a dozen different communities around the country
and we are blessed with some of those
to this day. Milton Keynes, Sha'arei
Shalom and Hampstead were all
launched within my term at Cong-Dev
and all three are thriving still, Sha'arei
Shalom a major northern congregation,
Milton Keynes with its own building
and rabbi, Hampstead doing its own
thing within reach of Swiss Cottage,
very happily. On our own doorstep.
Mill Hill Refomi Synagogue started in
half a dozen homes, including ours,
and blossomed for a while. We still
remember Student Rabbi Jonathan
Romain taking a Shabbat service in
our living room, and the community's
s#cccz¢ was at the end of our garden.
The late and great Rabbi Hugo Gryn
took a service in someone's dining
room at that time and, with a congregation of fifteen, he was unconditionally
as he was when on the bz.mczfe of West

London Synagogue. "Well he would

be" said Jackie Gryn with a smile.
I am not sure how it happened, but I
found myself editor of something
called "Inform''. Maybe I did not have
enough to do, with a business to run, a
family to bring up and Cong-Dev as a
sideline. "Inform" was good fun and
those on the RSGB Council with a

peculiar sense of humour encouraged
me. Others did not. By that time RSGB
had moved to a suite of offices on a
first floor in Swiss Cottage and
Raymond Goldman said, "please don't
call it a suite of offices. . ." "But what
else should I call it?" "Er... a set of

offices". "Hmmm. . . yes Raymond".
At the age of fifty, in 1982, I had a
change of career. I recommend that to

everybody - well, except rabbis - and
it certainly gave me a new lease of life.
But it rather cut RSGB out. As I was
hurtling around the globe what seemed
like every other week and with a high

pressured job that necessitated my
getting to the office at 6 am, best time
for contacting Tokyo which is nine
hours ahead, there was no room for
Council Meetings or other meetings in
the evenings when I was jet lagged.
I had to retire at sixty-five with great
regret and took on various voluntary

jobs. The very first was - in 33
Seymour Place. The then UK Jewish
Aid had a tiny office up on the fourth
floor and there I was, with only a view
of the Post Office tower, a computer
and a very boring, but I suppose useful,
`job'. More stretching was my stint on
the Board of Deputies Enquiry Desk.
There was once more time for sfocj/
`business' and, as we know, anyone
with spare time is soon snapped up.
Before long I was back editing the
s¢zf/ magazine, changed its name from

HRS News to "Sh'ma" - instantly
recognisable and the suggestion of the
Rabbi, again Rabbi Katz. But this
time, the son, not the Rabbi Katz who
welcomed us so warmly way back. But
like father, like son, and we felt at
home again after five minutes. So. . . I
wondered, what has happened to
RSGB in all this time? What has not
happened would be easier to answer.
The Stemberg Centre. As residents
in Finchley for many years, we knew it
as The Manor House, a grand looking
convent behind a huge brick wall. Look
at it now. Despite all the protests from
its neighbours, it has grown and grown
with Akiva School as perhaps its
brightest shining light. Leo Baeck
College, The New North London
Synagogue, RSY Netzer, The Jewish
Museum, Jewish Journeys, Jeneration
and the seeding of ResponsAbility and

contir"ed overleaf
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JCoSS. Not to mention the new Sz.c7dc/r
and.....

TThen lay doctor, a

lindiy, practising
Christian, told me
he had seen me
walking down
East End Road
one Sunday, and I
told him I had
been to a Council
Meeting Of the
Movement f ;or
Ref ;orm Judaism,
he nodded
sympathetically
"Oh dear, those

Parish Council
Meetings ... I am

af raid I always
f;ound them so
boring..." VIell, I

suppose our
Movement might
be accused, by
some, Of many
things. But I am
willing to bet that
`boring' is not one
Of them.

And I just had to go to the National
Portrait Gallery to see Tony Bay field
pictured there as an equal - even if he
is superior to many -Religious Leader,
along with the Archbishop of
Canterbury and the Chief Rabbi. This
was not the Jewish Museum or the
entrance hall of the Stemberg Centre,
this was the National Portrait Gallery
round the corner from Trafalgar
Square.

I asked if I might represent Hendon
on the - now re-named - Movement
for Reform Judaism Council and
found, after an absence of several
decades, that it was just as good to feel
a tiny part of it as ever it was. So when
my doctor, a kindly, practising Christian, told me he had seen me walking
down East End Road one Sunday, and
I told him I had been to a Council

Meeting of the Movement for Reform
Judaism, he nodded sympathetically
"Oh dear, those Parish Council Meet-

ings. . . I am afraid I always found them
so boring..." Well, I suppose our
Movement might be accused, by some,
of many things. But I am willing to bet
that `boring' is not one of them.
In July of 2008, Wendy and I (both
now aged seventy-six, went again to

the Refomi Movement Conference, our
first since the Harrogate days. Seeing
the new S'z.dJ£/r in use there and
accepted by everyone with such
enthusiasm can stand as a highlight of
our involvement in the
wider
Movement. As the Conference ended
with Rabbi Shoshana's brilliant S%z/r
(MANNA 101), I could not help
thinking back to that `set of offices' in

Swiss Cottage .
LA;RR:y R!OSS was in the fashion industry and
was once rrferred to in the Jewish Chi.onicle as
"Mr. Wedding Dress" but he puts lhat down lo

his `thirty years hard labour'. After that he
worked as a Senior Executive in the Clothing
Export Council of GI.eat Bi.itain I.intil his
retireinent in 1998.

proper leaming.
All this idiotic hyping up, led by
Rabbi Sir Jonathan Sacks, of how
marvellous the UK Jewish community
is, flies in the face of all the statistics in
the world of Jewish leaming. Very few
Brits show up where it counts in places
like the quadrennial World Forum of
Jewish leaming in Jerusalem or the
AJS annual gathering in N. America. It
needs a genuine Jewish British-born
leader to start waking up this moribund
though charming and wealthy Jewish

community I
Felix Posen
Kensington, London

#
ONLY ASK

R:e:::ell::::I::n?oFk:e:fw:ae:;:I:
of the negotiating team on behalf of the
ULPS. Also, as the then Administrative
Director of the ULPS, I was responsible
together with Raymond Goldman, for
producing vast quantities of documentation that was intended to go to the
March 2005 Council meetings of both
Movements. Alas, in the event - apart
from archival copies - they were
destined only for recycling.
I have chronicled what happened at
some length in pages 211-214 of the

book co-authored by Rabbi Lawrence
Rigal and myself - "I,I.berc!/ Jzfc7czJ.srm..

the First Hundred Years.', capies o£

CHARMING AND
MORIBUND?
Sir

I

WAS STRUCK BY BOTH THE
honesty and naivet6 of Keith Kahn-

Harris's article in the latest edition
of MANNA (100). I agree with his last

paragraph that the community has not
really changed much over the past
`xyz'
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programmes like Limmud beyond all
proportions. I most certainly have
nothing at all against such programmes.
But to elevate them into something
beyond what they are does a disservice
and gives the wrong impression. A sort
of once-a-year gathering of a few
thousand Jews wanting to imbibe a bit
of this or that sort of Jewish leaming
will never ever make a serious dent into
anything. Limmud should represent the
end of a year's thorough Jewish
leaming and not be considered in place
of it. These quick fixes, like the
Birthright programme can never ever
take the place of years and years of

decades.

But

he

praises

which are still available from Liberal
Judaism at the Montagu Centre. The
overall editor of that book was one
Rabbi David Goldberg, so maybe his
comments in the 100th issue of

MANNA, might be taken with more
than one pinch of salt. On the other
hand, if he has really forgotten, he
needed only to ask Sidney or me I
Rosita Rosenberg
Bushey Heath, Herts
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from this spot in the last issue. I love

IAPOLOGISE
this page andFOR
regard
MY
it as
ABSENCE
one of the
greatest privileges life has offered me
to express my passing thoughts, considered, views and rampant prejudices
upon it. I do not particularly want to
upset anyone with them - in spite of
possible appearances to the contrary. I
am a consensus man at heart, or so I
kid myself. But if consensus is not on
offer, it is a comfort and more to have
the last word.
So as I lay in the Royal Berkshire
Hospital last summer and realised I
would not be able to write this column,
I suddenly also understood that I was
seriously ill. Anyone who cannot write
for A44AV4, must be a passing cold.
So how ill are you, I asked myself. To

get the answer, I did not grab nurse or
doctor. I made a fist. And discovered
that I still had strength within me. "So

you are not kicking the bucket yet," I
told myself. And not only the fresh air
within my lungs, but the registrar in
charge of me confirmed this some
months later. "You were very ill when
you came in here," she said. "Your
life was not in danger yet, but if you
had got any worse ...... " So I got better.

My return to this spot is the final
proof. I could not be happier, or more
grateful. And my targets came back
with me.

#
The Chief Rabbi comes on air at

LIKEshavingornose-powderingtime,
SIR JONATHAN SACKS.
shaving in my case. It is always a

pleasure to listen to him, for the
unfailing elegance of his English style
and the balance and occasional
profundity of his views. But... his
targets are always safe ones. From

patent injustice at home to outright
torture in Africa. His elegance is not
merely confined to his language. He
ducks the difficult topics with equal

grace. They range from the continued
second class status of women within his

United Synagogue to the unbending
rigidity of his Beit Din, hidden from
public view as it now is by a slick and
sleek publicity machine. David Cameron
is not the first leader to show that even
a conservative party can take a leap over
the decades into the here, now and
tomorrow. That honour belonged first
and toweringly to Benjamin Disraeli and
before him to Robert Peel - who also

gave us the Metropolitan Police, for
better or worse. So what jump will
Sacks finally manage and what legacy
will he leave us? He will be 61 next
birthday in March. And that makes it
high time to think about his lasting place
in Anglo-Jewish history. So far, after ten
years in thejob, it is still no more than a
smudge.

#

HE QUESTION COAXED THE

T#

tears to my eyes: What is the
difference between Torah and
Simchat Torah. It made me want to cry
because the questioner was not four but
forty years old. And he has got into the
habit of making himself useful around
the congregation by driving me and
others to funerals and helping with
maintenance jobs around the building.
And when I told him that Simchat Torali
was the last of the autumn festivals, the
normal intelligence of his eyes gave
way to vacant looks. Autumn festivals
was not a concept this bright man could
infuse with meaning. Our casual
exchange was one more example of the
implacable way in which Soviet
communism wiped out Judaism, its
disciplines and festivals. It was one of
the few campaigns in which they scored
a near 100 per cent success.

fresh from consecrating the most

ICOME
northern
TO synagogue
THE KEYBOARD
in central

#

Europe. It has two salient merits. It cost
no more than 650,000 Euros to build,
that is some 400,000 pounds. And with
that pittance, the local architect has
created a minor masterpiece. So he
deserves his name, Joachim Brencker.
For his building sparks the spirituality
of everyone who enters it. And it adds a

At:2:pH;:1l:1I:Mno:wg::la?e::T:I::h;;

gem to a town exceptionally rich in
architectural treasure.
My worry is the use to which it may
be put in 30 years' time. For the
survival of its immigrant community,
is clamped in a big question mark. The
middle aged will inevitably go on to fill
our little cemetery. And on present
trends the young will move away to
bigger cities with greater stimulus and
far more jobs. With that, they will do
more than condemn our new building
to a doubtful and possibly even dubious
future. They will give a new lease to an
old but oft ignored historical truth: that
a culture once destroyed, cannot be
revived. The Nazis and their horrendous
leader who on this page shall remain
nameless, destroyed German Jewry and
its culture. There is today new Jewish
life in Berlin, Munich and one or two
other sizeable cities. It is vastly

different to what went before. And after
half a century, it has yet to acquire a
strength and content that would
guarantee its survival. The soil has
changed and the roots have gone. So
whence could come the growth?

next prime minister, and the second
woman in sixty years to adorn that post.
The first was Golda Meir and I was at
her first pr.ess conference in that office.
It was some 40 years ago, my first visit
to Israel as part of a group of British
journalists, taken there by Israel's
London embassy. Suddenly the

questions from the native journalists
dried up. I sidled up to our Foreign

Ministry minder - Moshe Arad, then
Israel's press counsellor in London,
1aterlsrael'sambassadortoWashington

- and asked whether I could now ask a
question. He nodded and I raised my
hand. Golda Meir nodded and I began:
"Madam Prime Minister, it is widely

said that you are a stop-gap and therefore
temporary prime minister. How long do

you intend to stay in office?"
"Who says that I am a temporary
premier," Golda Meir shot back. "I did
not say so." And she went on to stay in

office for four years I
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF z's //7e reg/.o#c]/
rabbi

in

North

East

Gel.many.

He

has

previously served congregations in Wimbledon,
Brighton, Reading, Millon Keynes and
Newcastle tipon Tyne` lie ti.ained at Leo Baeck

College. and stai.led in the rabbinate as an
assistant to the late Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the
West London Synagogue.

THE STERNBERG CENTF}E FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Boad, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for Beform Judaism, Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Sternberg Centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library, bookshop, the Strudel Caf6 and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
NEW ISRAEL FUND event in partnership with
Finchley Reform Synagogue, Finchley Progressive

Synagogue, New North London Synagogue and North
Western Reform Synagogue, Wednesday 28th January
at 8:00pm
Arab Citizens in the Jewish Homeland: A Challenge
to Democracy!?

MOVEMENT FOR REFORIV] JUDAISM

JEWISH JOURNEYS -Paris

"]t was the best of times. ]t was the worst of times"

Thursday 14th -Sunday 17th May 2009
With Jeremy Leigh & Julian Resnick
There are few cities quite as iconic for Jew and non Jew

Join New Israel Fund and our distinguished speakers

alike as Paris. From the French Revolution, through the
collaboration of Vichy, to the '68 riots and the current

Prof. Naomi Chazan and Nabila Espanioly to discover

debates on headscarves, this is a city always on the edge.

how civil, human and economic rights for Israeli Arabs
are issues crucial to the long-term survival of the state. In
2003 an Israeli government commission -the Orr
Commission -announced that Arab citizens of Israel
face discrimination in all aspects of life such as lands
allocation, urban planning, housing, infrastructure,
economic development, jobs and education. Over half of

Maybe it should not surprise us that Elie Wiesel, the former
Hungarian born Hasid and inmate of Auschwitz should
discover his own `future' on the Left Bank of the Seine. Our
tour revisits the sites of those dramatic moments (plus the
less well known but no less dramatic) and asks how have
they changed us?This is a Journey which focuses as much

poor families in Israel are Arab, although they are only
20°/o of the population; and Arab municipalities are
among the poorest in the country. Israel's 1.37 million

story as on the traditional sites of Paris the tourist city.
Cost: £535, single supplement £250* plus flights.
To register your interest or to get an application form

Arab citizens vote, pay taxes and speak Hebrew and

please contact us at jewishjourneys@reformjudaism.org.uk/
resnicj@gmail.com or call 02083495646

Arabic, yet suffer pervasive discrimination. Learn how
justice and equal opportunity for all of lsrael's citizens are
a critical prerequisite to achieving true Democratic
society for all citizens within lsrael's borders, and to
helping everyone in Israeli society feel they have a stake
in its success and prosperity.Venue: New North London
Synagogue Cost: £5. Refreshments will be provided.
For further details please contact Amit Handelsman on
02077242266 or amit@uknif.org

NEW NORTH LONDON SYNAGOGUE

Sunday lst February at 8:00pm
70 Years On: An Evening Commemorating and
Celebrating Jewish Life in Europe
On this very important occasion marking 70 years since
Hitler made a landmark speech in which he referred
overtly for the first time to the extermination of the Jews

of Europe, we remember but we also celebrate the
renewed vitality of Jewish life in Europe.Roman Halter
will share his memories of his father translating Hitler's
speech to his family. We will hear from leaders of

emerging Jewish communities in Europe, from
Hungary, France and elsewhere. There will be
commemorative music by Julian Dawes and Yiddish
songs performed by Laoise Davidson.
please join us for an evening of memory at 8:00pm in the
Synagogue.Tickets: £10 / £5 conc. Refreshments
New North London Synagogue, 80 East End Road,
London N3 2SY. Tel: (020) 8346-8560
Email: events@nnls-masorti.org.uk

on the issues and debates which create the French Jewish

MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
JEWISH JOURNEYS
Lithuania: Vilna/Kovno `Capitals of the Jewish World'

Led by Jeremy Leigh
Thursday 11 -Tuesday 16 June 2009
lt may seem small but without Lithuania, there is no
Ashkenazi story...Perched onto the northern reaches of
Europe, with its tiny Baltic coastline, Lithuania seems no
more than an adjunct to its larger neighbour Poland or until
recently its imperial occupier, Russia. Yet, such images can
be deceptive. Lithuania became a focal point of Jewish life,
and the origin of the famed Jewish `tribe', the Litvaks.
Never as wealthy as Germany, nor numerically as big as
Poland, Jewish Lithuania stood for intensity and dynamism:
the greatest centre of Yiddish literature; the birthplace of
Jewish Socialism; the epicentre of Jewish Talmudic
scholarship, and pioneer of the awe inspiring Musar

movement. Indeed such was its strength, it seems that part
of our challenge as contemporary Jewish tourist is to ask
what was the greatest of all its achievements -which is the
truly great chapter of Jewish Lithuania? And by extension
how can we return after it was so cruelly ripped apart? Our
trip is an attempt to extend the Jewish Journey into a world
whose powerful and intense culture speaks to us in the
present day. To register your interest or to get an
application form please contact us at
j.ewishjourneys@reformjudaism.org.uk / resnicj@gmail.com
or call 02083495646

